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This study is concerned with the problem of determining 

the types and characteristics of wellness programs presently 

offered by selected junior and community colleges throughout 

the United States. The purposes include (1) the investigation 

of the extent to which the six dimensional scheme of wellness, 

as developed by William Hettler, M. D. [Family and Community 

Health, May, 1980], has been implemented on the campuses of 

junior and community colleges and (2) an exploration of the 

validity of Hettler's model of wellness for these institu-

tions . 

The study population sample is the membership list of 

the junior and community college section of the American 

College Health Association, which is a multidisciplinary 

professional organization for university and college health 

administrators. The specially designed survey instrument 

produced a 73 per cent response return. Response frequencies 

and percentages were gathered to show the current and antici-

pated prevalence of different types of wellness programs and 

the current and anticipated management related characteristics 

of wellness offerings in these college settings. Several 



open-ended questions also produced narrative respondent 

opinions. 

The findings indicate that the concept of wellness (and, 

concomitantly, the programs that follow and promote its six 

dimensions) is not completely understood and consequently not 

fully accepted by college administrators in particular and 

society in general. Of the six dimensions of wellness, which 

are physical fitness-nutritional, emotional, social, intel-

lectual, occupational-vocational, and spiritual, more programs 

are offered (49 per cent) in the physical fitness-nutritional 

dimension; none is offered in the spiritual dimension. 

Wellness programming in all (except the spiritual) dimensions 

is expected to grow within the next five years. Presently, 

however, most programming that is related to the six dimensions 

of wellness is more likely to emphasize the risk factors to 

good health (such as obesity, smoking cessation, alcohol and 

chemical abuse, lack of exercise). The respondents anticipate 

a trend toward preventive (wellness) rather than after-the-

fact (risk factor) programming. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The concept of wellness is both a natural evolution of 

holistic medicine and a health care approach that focuses on 

the integration of all parts of a person to achieve balance 

and harmony (9). In 1959, wellness was defined as "an 

integrated method of functioning which is oriented toward 

maximizing the potential of which the individual is capable, 

within the environment where he is functioning" (7, p. 77). 

Hettler adds that wellness is "an active process through 

which the individual becomes aware of and makes choices 

toward a more successful existence" (7, p. 77). This new 

concept suggests that individuals should assume responsibility 

for their health care because they make daily, conscious 

choices regarding their life styles. 

To emphasize the importance of personal responsibility 

for health, Berry cites the United States Department of Health 

and Human Services report, in 1981, that by 1983 the health 

care industry, the third largest industry in the United States, 

would be consuming more than 10 per cent of the nation's gross 

national product. Yet, Berry (2, p. 10) says, less than five 

cents out of every medical dollar spent goes to the promotion 

of wellness. 



In former years the majority of fatal diseases were 

contagious diseases such as pneumonia, smallpox, and 

diphtheria. Today, most diseases are cultivated over long 

periods of time, often by reckless or stressful living habits 

and environmental factors. Instead of committing resources 

and energies in an attempt to treat diseases such as cancer, 

liver cirrhosis, and auto injuries due to lack of safety 

devices, many groups are seeking ways to prevent such illnesses 

and avoidable accidents by practicing wellness (5, 10, 12). 

According to one dual report (3), wellness promotion is a 

social movement of major proportions. The two major factors 

that have contributed most to this surge of interest appear 

to be (a) the rapid rise of health care costs, and (b) the 

recent emphasis upon health producing habits and life styles 

and, conversely, the stigma attached to destructive practices. 

Business, industry and educational institutions all over the 

world have become involved in health promotion or wellness at 

the work place. 

According to Naisbitt (13), the Scandinavian countries, 

as well as Germany and Japan, have supported wellness programs 

for several years. In Japan, for example, employee health and 

welfare is considered a corporate asset—a limited resource to 

be nourished and preserved—where managers and executives 

place a high value on the human element of production. The 

concept of quality circles is related to a small group of 



approximately ten workers who do similar work and who meet 

to discuss and solve work-related problems; Naisbitt says 

that this concept promotes "lifetime employment, consensual 

decision making, collective responsibility, slow evaluation 

and promotion, implicit and informal control, nonspecific 

career path, and wholistic concerns" (13, p. 227). Japanese 

workers feel that the company is concerned about their well-

being. American managers are becoming increasingly excited 

over the maximum potential of this phenomenon (11). 

Ardell (1) recounts that the educational workplace began 

emphasizing wellness about ten years ago. Hettler (7) , of 

the University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point, outlined a program 

for a wellness education program in a university setting. 

His program has evolved into one of the best available on a 

university campus. 

The Stevens Point Program uses a multi-dimensional 

approach to wellness. The major areas of emphasis are (a) 

physical fitness-nutrition, (b) social-family community 

environmental, (c) occupational-vocational, (d) spiritual-

values ethics, (d) intellectual, and (e) emotional. The 

hexahedron (Figure 1) developed by Hettler illustrates the 

balance and interdependency of each of the six dimensions. 

Briefly, the six dimensions are defined as follows. 
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Fig. 1—Hettler's depiction of the multi-dimensional 
approach to wellness. 

1. Intellectual—Measures the degree to which one 
engages his or her mind in creative, stimulating 
mental activities. An intellectually well person 
uses the resources available to expand his or her 
knowledge in improved skills, along with expanding 
potential for sharing with others. 
2. Emotional—Measures the degree to which one has 
an awareness and acceptance of one's feelings. This 
includes the degree to which one feels positive and 
enthusiastic about oneself and life. It measures 
the capacity to appropriately control one's feelings 
and related behavior, including the realistic assess-
ment of one's limitations. 
3. Physical—Measures the degree to which one main-
tains cardiovascular flexibility and strength. Measures 
the behaviors that help one to prevent or detect early 
illnesses. Measures the degree to which one chooses 
foods that are consistent with the dietary goals of the 
United States as reported by the Senate Select Committee 
on Nutrition (Superintendent of Documents Number 052-
07003913-2). 
4. Social—Measures the degree to which one contributes 
to the common welfare of one's community. This empha-
sizes the interdependence with others and with nature. 
5. Occupational—Measures the satisfaction gained from 
one's work and the degree to which one is enriched by 
that work. 
6. Spiritual—Measures one's ongoing involvement in 
seeking the meaning and purpose in human existence. It 
includes a deep appreciation for the depth and expanse 
of life and natural forces that exist in the universe (7, 
p. 78). 



The major life-threatening risk factors are often used 

as the basis for programming wellness education. The health 

risk factors of alcoholism, high cholesterol, hypertension, 

diabetes, smoking, and obesity, which conveniently fit under 

the umbrella of Hettler's (7) six dimensions of wellness are 

the basis of planning a holistic wellness program. 

Most junior and community colleges have isolated health 

education programs, which are usually directed from student 

health centers or physical education departments, but they 

generally lack college—wide organization (14). Hettler s 

model (4) and the concepts of holistic health education 

provides a comprehensive framework for thorough wellness 

programming, and it parallels the junior and community 

colleges' educational philosophy of educating the whole 

person (total life education). 

Statement of Problem 

The problem of this study is to determine the types and 

characteristics of wellness programs now offered in junior 

and community colleges throughout the United States. 

Purposes of the Study 

The purposes of this study are (1) to investigate the 

extent to which Hettler's six dimensional scheme of wellness 

has been implemented on community college campuses; (2) to 

explore the validity of Hettler's model of wellness for 

junior and community colleges; (3) to determine the types 



and prevalence of wellness programs that are now available 

in junior and community colleges and the types and prevalance 

of programs that are expected to exist within the next five 

years; (4) to provide guidelines for a model wellness program 

in community junior colleges as reported by the survey respon-

dents; and (5) to identify the management-related characteris-

tics (e.g., funding sources, expansion barriers, centralized 

versus decentralized organizational structure) of current 

wellness offerings and those expected within the next five 

years. 

Research Questions 

The following research questions are designed to carry 

out the purpose of this study. 

1. How many wellness programs exist in the junior and 

community colleges in the United States, as reported by the 

survey respondents who are members of the American College 

Health Association? 

2. What holistic programs that are related to wellness 

are presently found in junior and community colleges, and 

what programming or events that are related to wellness are 

projected to occur within the next five years? 

3. Are the existing wellness programs designed to meet 

total needs or are they designed for specific campus groups 

(e.g., faculty, staff, students)? 



4. What is the organizational and managerial structure 

of currently existing wellness programs in junior and com-

munity colleges, and what is it projected to be within the 

next five years? 

5. How are current wellness programs funded, and what 

are the projected funding sources for junior and community 

college wellness programs within the next five years? 

6. Do the junior and community colleges initiate or 

participate in cost-containment studies for wellness program-

ming, and do they plan to do so within the next five years? 

7. Is there an incentive or motivation plan on the 

campus to encourage individuals to become involved in a 

currently operating wellness program, and is such a plan 

expected within the next five years? 

8. Is there any educational center for wellness 

resources established on the campus, or is one expected to 

be established within the next five years? 

9. Are the six dimensions of wellness present in 

currently operating wellness programs, or are they projected 

to be present within the next five years? 

10. Are the major risk factors to health in the United 

States represented in current programming for wellness, and 

do survey respondents project changes in program emphasis 

within the next five years? 

11. Can successful wellness programs be described in 

terms of the number of participants? 
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12. Do institutional characteristics influence exist-

ing wellness programs? 

13. What are major barriers to the success of a well-

ness program? 

14. What major changes in overall wellness programming 

may occur within the next five years? 

Limitations 

The results of this study are limited by the subjectivity 

of the expressed opinions of the respondents and by the limi-

tations that are inherent in the survey approach to research. 

Delimitations 

The study is delimited to a sample of junior and com-

munity college institutions of higher education and to 

responses from the chief health officer or the chief student 

personnel officer when a health officer is not available. 

Basic Assumptions 

It is assumed that the respondents will be honest and 

objective in their answers to the questionnaire, and that 

the information given will reflect a true and personal 

knowledge of the subject. It is further assumed that the 

information gathered and the recommendations developed will 

enhance existing data by placing it in a comprehensive 

compendium. 



Definition of Terms 

The following terms have specific meanings in relation 

to the topic of this study. 

Wellness, as defined by Hettler, is 

an integrated method of functioning which is oriented 
toward maximizing the potential of which the individual 
is capable, within the environment where he is function-
ing. Wellness is also an active process through which 
the individual becomes aware of and makes choices toward 
a more successful existence (7, p. 77). 

Health promotion, as defined by Goldbeck and Kiefhaber, 

is 

any combination of health education and related organi-
zational, economical or political intervention designed 
to facilitate behavioral and environmental changes 
conducive to health (6, p. 20). 

Holistic wellness, as defined by Ardell, is a 

health care approach which focuses on fortifying the 
vitality of the whole person. It assumes the integra-
tion of the mental, physical, emotional, and spiritual 
aspects of a person, emphasizing the importance of 
perceiving the individual regardless of physical 
symptoms, in a whole sense, as a being who requires 
balance and harmony in all the aspects, both internally 
and in relationship to the environment (1, p. 17). 
(Holistic is frequently spelled wholistic in the 
literature.) 

Holistic health, as defined by McClure, is 

a system and a perspective of total living, embracing 
concepts of health promotion and disease prevention. 
The individual becomes the primary health care resource, 
taking into consideration all aspects of living, includ-
ing the psycho-physio-socio-cultural-spiritual life 
forces of the universe. The special needs of the elderly, 
young, men and women, the poor and middle class in rural 
and urban America are essential in determining health 
needs and the means for responsible preventive care. 
Wholistic health draws its practical data from the 
teachings and traditions of ethnic cultural groups and 
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ancient civilizations while developing life style 
modification skills to sustain a state of individual 
well-being (9, p. 23). 

Background and Significance 
of the Study 

This study focuses on the current and projected range 

of wellness or health promotion programs that are presently 

available or are developing in junior and community colleges. 

Although health promotion has been enthusiastically promoted 

in business and industry for the last two decades, wellness 

is still in the embryonic stage in the educational work place. 

As discussed in detail in Chapter II, findings in the litera-

ture indicate that although some universities have developing 

health programs, the faculty, staff, and students of junior 

and community colleges have not had access to comparable 

health promotion programs and services. This void is due 

partly to the lack of a comprehensive plan for the campus 

population and to the slow realization of the many benefits 

available from health promotion not only to the employee but 

also to the employer. Cost savings realized by increased 

productivity, reduced absenteeism, higher morale, and lower 

insurance rates are becoming increasingly important to educa-

tional administrators as a result of the changing economy 

and diminishing financial resources. 

This study is significant in that it investigates the 

extent and quality of health or wellness promotion currently 

being practiced in junior and community colleges in the 
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United States and determines if Hettler's six dimensions of 

wellness represent all aspects of wellness programming accord-

ing to the reported findings from the survey instrument. 

Further significance results from a presentation of ideas for 

wellness promotion programs to be used in junior and community 

college settings which are based on the information obtained 

from the respondents who are members of the American College 

Health Association. A comprehensive wellness program for 

this group has not been published and the literature on the 

subject is limited. 

Organization of the Study 

Chapter II presents a review of the literature that con-

tains (a) information on examples of wellness programs in 

business and industry, (b) a history of the wellness movement, 

and (c) information on wellness programs in colleges and 

universities. The third chapter describes the population, 

the methods used in collecting and analyzing the data, and 

the instrument utilized in obtaining the data. Chapter IV 

presents the data analysis and findings from the research. 

The fifth chapter contains a summary of the investigation 

and its findings, conclusions drawn from the data findings, 

and recommendations for further research. Guidelines for the 

development of a campus wellness program are also included in 

this chapter. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

Introduction 

This presentation of the literature which has relevance 

to this study is organized into six areas. These areas are 

(a) the history of the wellness movement, (b) self-

responsibility and lifestyle in relation to the wellness 

movement, (c) types and examples of wellness programs, (d) 

employee assistance programs, (e) cost studies of wellness 

programs, and (f) predictions and trends in lifestyles by 

the year 2000. 

History of the Wellness Movement 

Wellness programs are not a fad. Goldbeck and Kiefhaber 

(12, p. 20) state that they are increasingly a part of the 

American lifestyle because the concept makes sense and is 

good for business. Neither is the concept of wellness new. 

Hettler (17) says that many ancient Chinese followed a plan 

of paying their physicians only so long as they remained in 

good health; as soon as one became ill, payments to the 

physicians stopped. If a Chinese physician of that time 

had too many sick patients, he fell out of favor with his 

community and occasionally was even put to death. 

14 
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Aesculapius was the Greek's god of healing; his daughters 

were Panacea and Hygeia. Panacea believed in treating all 

ill people, while Hygeia believed in teaching people how to 

live their lives so that they would not become ill (17). 

Although at the time there was no such term as wellness, 

the renowned Mahatma Gandhi was its advocate. Gandhi says, 

In a well-ordered society, the citizens know and observe 
the laws of health and hygiene. It is established 
beyond doubt that ignorance and neglect of the laws of 
health and hygiene are responsible for the majority of 
diseases to which mankind is heir (11, p. 87). 

Gandhi also writes that "a healthy mind in a healthy 

body is the first law of humanity and a self evident truth" 

(11, p. 87). Gandhi's health advice is remarkably modern 

considering where and when he lived. Gandhi advises, 

1. Think the purest thoughts and banish all idle 
and impure thoughts. 

2. Breathe the freshest air day and night. 
3. Establish a balance between bodily and mental 

work. 
4. Stand erect, sit erect, and be neat and clean in 

every one of your acts, and let these be an expres-
sion of your inner condition. 

5. Eat to live for service of fellowmen. Do not live 
for indulging yourselves. Hence, your food must be 
just enough to keep your mind and body in good 
order. Man becomes what he eats. 

6. Your water, food, and air must be clean, and you 
will not be satisfied with mere personal cleanli-
ness, but you will inject your surroundings with 
the same three-fold cleanliness that you will desire 
yourselves. 

7. Cleanliness is next to godliness (11, p. 88). 

In the 1950s, the concept of high level wellness evolved. 

Both Ardell (1) and Hettler (16, 17) credit Halbert Dunn 
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with originating the concept of high-level wellness. Dunn's 

medical class notes have evolved into the present-day journal 

Health Values. 

One of the most important health studies of our time was 

started in 1949 by the National Institute of Health. Generally 

referred to as the Framingham study/ Ratcliff (30/ PP* 17—20) 

says that this study involved a detailed monitoring by a 

medical team of the health and lifestyles of approximately 

5,000 residents of Framingham, Massachusetts, over a twenty-

five year period. Records were kept on weight, serum 

cholesterol, blood pressure, food intake, and smoking habits. 

Results of this study of typical American families revealed 

certain patterns between ways of life and cardiovascular 

diseases—the most common cause of death. A computer 

analysis showed the importance of each risk factor; for 

instance, an individual who has a systolic blood pressure of 

160 has four times the risk of heart attack than an individ-

ual who has a systolic reading of 120. 

In 1970, as a conclusion from the Framingham study, 

Robbins and Hall (32), both of whom are medical doctors, 

published How to Practice Prospective Medicine. A risk-

factor tool emerged as a result of this publication the 

Health Hazard Appraisal. This appraisal tool is used to 

help individuals discover their health risks and to encour-

age them to think in terms of a healthy lifestyle. The 
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appraisal begins with a questionnaire that explores the 

health risks which most directly face the individual. In 

the final analysis, the risk factor is converted to a 

numerical measure, and the participant can easily see what 

must be done in order to live longer and better. Today, 

in many of the health promotions or wellness programs now 

offered in the business, industry, and educational areas, 

the first step is the administration of some new variation 

of the original Health Hazard Appraisal (30). 

Self-Responsibility and Lifestyle in 
Relation to the Wellness Movement 

The personal habits of the American population have 

changed dramatically since the early 1960s. The following 

statistics listed by Naisbitt illustrate the swing to 

medical self-help. 

1. 100 million Americans are now exercising. Only 
25 per cent of the 1960 population exercised 
regularly. One in seven Americans now jog on a 
regular basis. 

2. . . . [fat] intake is down 28 per cent since 1965. 
3. A 1983 study by the American Cancer Society states 

that nearly 50 per cent fewer American men over 
age forty smoke than did twenty-five years ago. 
Today just a little over one quarter of men and 
women over forty smoke. 

4. In 1980, for the first time, Americans drank more 
wine than hard liquor. 

5. Health food stores in America have increased from 
1,200 in 1968 to more than 9,500 in 1982. Health 
food sales increased from $170 million in 1970 to 
$2 billion in 1981 (22, pp. 147-148). 

Naisbitt states that the trend from institutional help 

to self-help began in the 1970s. Although self-help has 
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always been part of American life, it resurfaced as people 

became disillusioned with our great institutions of govern-

ment, corporate business, and education. Drucker, who is 

quoted by Naisbitt, says, 

Nobody really believes anymore that government delivers. 
Even in matters of defense—the purpose for which 
government was instituted among men—no government can 
promise any longer that it can protect civilians and 
that they are not going to be harmed by wars (22, 
p. 166). 

Hawken (14, p. 13) states that "the principal of dis-

intermediation" is now part of the health care movement; 

disintermediation is a banking term that refers to the new 

practice of investors circumventing banks by going directly 

to the people who wish to borrow. This trend applies to the 

self-care movement in that it puts health-care tools directly 

into the hands of the consumers. 

In his book The Third Wave, Toffler (36) views civiliza-

tion in the context of waves, and he believes that the upcom-

ing dawn of a new civilization will be the most important 

fact of our lifetimes. The first wave, which began about 

8000 B.C., lasted through the Renaissance; during this period 

people took care of all or most of their needs at home, 

including food and health care. The second wave, which began 

in the 1700s and lasted through the mid-1960s, includes the 

rise of industrialism; people had specific jobs, moved more 

freely to new locations, and hospitals and medical profes-

sionals took care of their health needs. While the third 
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wave is the post-industrial electronic information society, 

the waves of the past are still felt but are not dominant. 

Today, Toffler maintains, we are moving from the second wave 

of dependence on institutions to the third wave of self-care 

and responsibility in which health care will return to the 

consumer; professional care will be a supplementary, back-up 

system. Toffler maintains that only 25 per cent of people's 

health needs are now handled by health professionals, and 50 

per cent of all medical care expenses occur in the last few 

months of life. 

From the medical viewpoint, Ardell (1) views self-help 

as the assumption of responsibility by the individual for 

his health habits, environment, and lifestyle, while at the 

same time demanding that he be treated as a whole person— 

mind, body, and emotions—by medical practitioners. Naisbitt 

states that the new emphasis on the human being is to be 

found 

in the major trends of (a) new habits that actualize 
our newfound responsibility for health, (b) self-care 
that illustrates our self-reliance in areas not 
genuinely requiring professional help, and (c) the 
triumph of the new paradiagram of wellness, preventive 
medicine, and holistic care over the old model of 
illness, drugs, surgery and treating symptoms rather 
than the whole person (22, p. 147). 

According to Ardell (1, pp. 17-19), a wellness lifestyle 

has five dimensions—self-responsibility, nutritional aware-

ness, physical fitness, stress management, and environmental 

sensitivity. Although all five areas are equally important, 
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self-responsibility is essential. Wellness, Ardell continues, 

is a positive approach. The reasons for pursuing wellness 

are always related to satisfaction payoffs—pleasures and the 

like—not sickness or life extension, even though they are 

likely side effects. Wellness lifestyles must be unique to 

each individual, and one can practice wellness at any point 

in the life cycle. Ardell maintains that living a wellness 

lifestyle is never an accident; it is a consequence of making 

a deliberate choice, and the individual is responsible for 

that. 

Travis (37) discusses self-responsibility in relation 

"to your point of view" toward any given event. He says, 

. . . taking full responsibility for your life and your 
health can only come when you step back from your attach-
ment to your viewpoints and your acts, and realize that 
you chose them. Since you chose them, you can decide to 
choose different ones any time that the current ones are 
not working. . . . Gradually you can create for yourself 
a world view which is in harmony for yourself and your 
environment (37, p. 82). 

Pelletier also views self-responsibility as one essential 

characteristic of those "who choose to rise above the 

pathologies of normalcy" (26, p. 303). 

Ardell (1) maintains that wellness is a lifestyle 

approach for realizing one's best possibilities and well-

being. He concludes that 

The key is lifestyle or range of actions under your 
control, such as how you eat, exercise, manage stress, 
think of the medical system and, in general, treat your 
body and perceive the world around you. Environment 
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is important, heredity plays a key role, and the 
health care system has an impact, but only lifestyle 
is under your influence (1, p. 15) . 

Ferguson (10) states in his taped presentation that, "I think 

that we are on the brink of a very major change in our health 

care system. People are learning to make decisions about 

their own symptoms and to take care of themselves." 

Types and Examples of 
Wellness Programs 

Fitness and disease prevention programs have been enthu-

siastically adopted by several facets of our society; busi-

ness and industry were, in fact, the first groups to 

recognize this need. This section discusses types and 

examples of wellness programs in business, industry, hospitals, 

and education. 

Wellness Programs in Business 
and Industry 

More than 500 companies across America have fitness pro-

grams that are managed by full-time directors. Membership in 

the American Association of Fitness Directors in Business and 

Industry has grown from 25 in 1974 to 3,372 in 1983 (24, 29). 

Sehnert and Tillotson (33) have made a comprehensive review 

of the programs in this area. A few of the highly recog-

nizable companies that currently have in-house fitness pro-

grams are Sentry Insurance, Exxon, Xerox, Chase Manhattan, 

Johnson and Johnson, Pepsico, and Mobil. 
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According to Sehnert and Tillotson (33), of the many 

disease prevention programs in business and industry, some 

are more comprehensive than others. Specific programs range 

from testing for high blood pressure (Republic Corporation 

in Alabama), testing for early signs of health problems (TRN, 

Inc.)/ to comprehensive medical screening (four Iowa compa-

nies) . One state office of education initiated a stay-well 

program that reduced medical claims by 60 per cent; each 

employee was allowed $500 per year for medical expenses and 

was entitled to any monies left after medical-costs deduc-

tions . 

Most often, the major risk factors to good health are 

used as a basis for programming. Health programs that 

possibly may be overcome with personal effort are lack of 

fitness, smoking, alcohol and chemical abuse, obesity and 

poor nutrition, hypertension, and emotional instability. 

Sehnert and Tillotson (33) describe how major companies in 

business and industry have initiated specialized programs 

that attack their specific areas of concern. 

Physical fitness.—Bonnie Bell Cosmetics and Sentry 

Insurance Company have prime examples of company fitness 

programs. The rationale in this area is that exercise is 

necessary for good health; it alters the process that usually 

leads to hardening of the arteries, expends calories, and 

helps to reduce weight (33). 
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Smoking cessation.—Speedcall Corporation and the United 

States Department of Health, Education, and Welfare have 

active smoking cessation programs. Sehnert and Tillotson 

(33) cite the Surgeon General of the United States Public 

Health Service and his report that smoking plays an important 

role in the development of chronic bronchitis; emphysema; 

coronary heart disease; and cancer of the tongue, esophagus, 

larnyx, lungs, pancreas, and bladder. It has been shown that 

there are adverse effects on the unborn babies of expectant 

mothers who smoke. People who smoke one pack of cigarettes a 

day have a greater rate of hospitalization and absenteeism 

than those who do not smoke; the greater the number of 

cigarettes smoked, the greater the risks (33). 

Alcohol and chemical abuses.—Honeywell Corporation, 

E. I. du Pont, and General Motors Corporation have wellness 

programs in this area. It is recognized that many people in 

the workforce misuse alcohol or chemicals; in fact, 5 to 10 

percent of the nation's workers are alcoholics or serious 

chemical abusers. The cost of alcoholism to industry is 

estimated to be between $4.2 billion to $7.5 billion per year, 

depending upon the statistical criteria used (33). 

Nutrition and weight control.—Obesity is a problem of 

national concern. General Mills, Kimberly-Clark Corporation, 

and Chicago's Colonial Bank and Trust Company, First State 
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Bank, and the Parkway Bank and Trust Company have exemplary 

programs in the nutrition area of health education. Dietary 

habits have been associated by some researchers with heart 

disease, cancer, mental illness, bone disease, respiratory 

disease, birth defects, and other diseases. The dollar cost 

of poor nutrition to United States business and industry is 

estimated at $30 billion annually (33). 

High blood pressure control.—Companies that are active 

in blood-pressure education are New York Telephone, Burling-

ton Industries, and American Telephone and Telegraph. It is 

estimated that more than 23 million Americans have high blood 

pressure, which, untreated, can lead to strokes, heart attacks, 

kidney disease, and early death or disability. For every one 

employee who dies from an industrial accident, fifty die of 

cardiovascular disease. Detection is the first step in 

eliminating the problem. While medical treatment can control 

hypertension, education that leads to changes in lifestyle 

can often reduce or prevent hypertension (33). 

Stress management.--Ford Motor Company and Faultless 

Starch-Bon Ami Company are leaders in the area of stress 

reduction programs. The close relationship between stress, 

illness, and injury is a current topic of intensive research. 

One discovery of this on-going investigation is the theory 

of the Stress Syndrome, which holds that when the body is 

subjected to threatening situations, certain physiological 
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changes occur (e.g., the blood pressure rises, the pulse 

increases, and adrenalin pumps into the blood). When this 

continues over a period of time, a person's susceptibility 

to disease increases, feelings of helplessness occur, and 

mental health may deteriorate (33). 

Hospital Wellness Programs 

While hospitals may seem to be an unusual area in which 

wellness programs flourish, Ardell (1) lists at least five 

reasons for this growth. First (and most important to the 

administrator and trustees) is that the use of such programs 

is a great public relations move. Second, the escalation of 

employee health-care costs has strained hospital budgets; 

inhouse health promotion is one way to slow this trend. The 

prospect of making money from the sale of packaged wellness 

programs to local businesses and industries is a third 

attraction. The personal interest of hospital directors 

and administrators, plus a sincere desire on their part to 

promote public health, completes the main reasons for the 

growth of wellness programs in hospitals. Ardell (1) also 

remarks that physicians have played only a minor role in the 

development of wellness programs in hospitals; various 

strategies are employed to keep physicians happy and unoppos-

ing. Pellitier (26) states that the Center of Health Promo-

tion of the American Hospital Association, which was 
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established in 1978, deserves much of the credit for innova-

tive hospital wellness programs. 

Educational Wellness Programs 

For both recognized and unknown reasons, wellness pro-

grams are developing slowly in educational settings. 

Although health promotion has been enthusiastically developed 

in business and industry during the last two decades, well-

ness programs remain at the embryonic stage in the educational 

workplace. 

A leader in the development of university wellness pro-

grams is the University of Wisconsin at Stevens Point (16, 17, 

18, 19). Its Institute for Lifestyle Improvement, which is 

directed by William Hettler [M.D.], has sponsored wellness 

promotion strategies workshops for the previous nine years. 

Although the University of Wisconsin Health Service sees 

approximately 20,000 people annually for clinical care, the 

major focus is on health-hazard appraisal through the use of 

the lifestyle assessment questionnaire; 60,000 people have 

used this tool to redirect their lifestyle patterns to high-

level wellness. The student program is based on the theory 

that improved knowledge, skills, and attitudes require not 

only intellect but also the five dimensions of fitness, 

nutrition and spiritual values, emotional maturity, social 

community ties, and occupational—vocational capabilities. 

This concept of a wellness program creates the conditions 
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for the student to learn, practice, and serve others in all 

six areas of rounded excellence; a vast range of opportuni-

ties is available for students to explore health concerns. 

Because of the importance of Hettler's (18, 19) works 

to this study, twenty-nine of his recommendations for univer-

sity wellness programs are summarized as follows: 

1. Increasing positive alternatives to vending machines 

on campus; 

2. Listing the caloric content of foods, showing the 

advantages to alternatives in all food-service operations; 

3. Providing additional spaces for quiet time so that 

individuals have an opportunity for reflection, meditation, 

and relaxation; 

4. Creating a lifestyle-development laboratory in 

which individuals can assess themselves and begin to make 

improvements; 

5. Improving the food-service operations; 

6. Advertising to increase the awareness and utiliza-

tion of wellness offerings on the campus; 

7. Increasing nonsmoking areas in academic buildings, 

residence halls, food service areas, and lounges; 

8. Establishing centralized wellness resource centers 

where information materials on all dimensions of wellness 

are available to students on a walk-in basis; 

9. Establishing an accredited wellness major; 
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10. Increasing the utilization of campus television, 

student tapes, and journal articles to promote wellness; 

11. Expanding health-related courses within the health 

and physical education department; 

12. Offering a wellness recess; this would be an 

officially designated time once each semester during which 

people throughout the university are given assigned times 

to investigate one of the dimensions of wellness; 

13. Promoting weekly radio spots to promote health-

seeking behaviors; 

14. Promoting faculty support to encourage the respon-

sible use of alcohol; 

15. Offering incentives to increase the activity levels 

of students and faculty on campus; 

16. Offering more wellness workshops for students and 

faculty; 

17. Developing more opportunities for art to be dis-

played throughout the campus; 
18. Establishing more fitness facilities; 

19. Increasing the use of whole bran as a food item; 

20. Offering vegetarian entrees that are hot-on-the-

grid (such as vegetable pastries); 

21. Altering the four-credit physical education require-

ment to allow for more emphasis on health-related courses; 
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22. Offering faculty improvement programs to increase 

the faculty's particular emphasis on encouraging responsible 

use of alcohol; 

23. Improving resident-assistant training in dormitories 

with particular emphasis on encouraging responsible use of 

alcohol; 

24. Developing a wellness-oriented nightclub; 

25. Employing student leaders to promote wellness; 

26. Offering broader bus service and car pooling for 

students; 

27. Including dorm representatives for SHAC (Student 

Health Advisory Committee) to insure broad-based support; 

28. Offering assertiveness training in dorms to improve 

the environment concerning loud, abusive activities and 

alcohol-related confusion; and 

29. Supporting and encouraging competitive mental 

sports (18, 19). 

Texas A & M University at College Station, Texas, holds 

an annual wellness institute called "Wellness Training: A 

Hands-On Approach." Richardson (31) states that the program 

emphasizes exercises, nutrition, stress control, and life-

style planning. The workshops are targeted to corporation 

fitness personnel, health educators, and all who implement 

wellness programs. Participants emerge with (a) health and 

wellness assessment skills, (b) wellness intervention skills, 
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and (c) the ability to systematically plan, implement, and 

evaluate wellness programs (31). 

North Texas State University (25), Denton, Texas, has a 

three-level program for faculty and staff that originated in 

1983 under the direction of the physical education department. 

Level one is comprehensive; it includes a blood chemistry 

workup, submaximal stress test, body fat determination, and 

strength flexibility assessment. Level two, for which a 

medical release is required, is designed for those who wish 

to participate in activities such as workouts, aerobic 

dance, and the coed exercise class; instruction in proper 

techniques of stretching, toning, and aerobic benefits 

are the focus of this program. Level three, for which a 

medical release is also required, includes recreational fit-

ness only; facilities (such as the pool, weight room, and the 

coliseum for jogging) are available. The 1983 cost for the 

level-one program was $220; at least 250 individuals have 

participated in this comprehensive, inexpensive physical 

assessment. 

Comprehensive health promotion programs have been 

piloted by the Dallas (Texas) Community College District (6) 

since 1982 and the Tarrant County (Texas) Junior Colleges 

(34) since 1983. Both programs operate without specific 

funding or released time for either participants and instruc-

tors; program leaders donate their time and schedule events 
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at times when most people can participate. The cost of any 

special testing is absorbed by the individual participant. 

The Dallas program is centered, for the most part, around 

fitness and activities. The Tarrant County offerings ascribe 

to the six dimensions of wellness as described by Hettler 

(34) . 

In an interview from Atlanta Georgia, Hettler states 

that extensive wellness programs in educational settings 

are "on the rise, but will need more time, funding, and 

interest of the faculty and administrators to be as complete 

as the program at the University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point" 

(15). Hettler also named the Universities of Southern 

Illinois, South Carolina, North Carolina, California at 

Berkeley, and Arizona as being in the forefront of growing 

educational wellness programs. No literature regarding these 

programs appears to be available. 

Lovett (21) states that health services in colleges and 

universities, as part of the educational system, are in the 

best position to provide the educational experiences that 

encourage more healthful behavior. The approach to wellness 

should be that (a) the individual should be his own primary 

health resource, and (b) behavior and lifestyle are the primary 

determinants of heatlh. 
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Employee Assistance Programs 
in Higher Education 

Employee assistance programs are defined as 

programs to aid employees with personal problems 
which include, but are not limited to, mental or 
physical health or health-related problems, 
alcoholism, drug dependence, or other personal 
life situations that appear to have caused a 
deterioration in work performance (9, p. 7). 

While some educational institutions have had employee assis-

tance programs (EAPs) for several years, the EAP should not 

be confused with wellness programs in that the assistance 

the EAP provides is usually after-the-fact and not preventive 

by design. 

Kaumans and Flemming (20) describe the formation and 

subsequent functions of a broadbased planning group that was 

designed to combat diminished work effectiveness of employees 

at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) due to 

alcoholism, family problems, and drug use. Early recognition 

and referral of troubled employees made the program effective. 

Without the help of the program, Kaumans and Flemming contend 

that the majority of the productive individuals who accessed 

the program might have been lost. They point out that the 

cost of the program is returned to MIT many times over by 

employees who (a) are retained in satisfactory employment, (b) 

have diminished medical expenses, and (c) have diminished time 

lost due to accidents. 

The University of Missouri at Columbia (UMC) developed 

an EAP for their faculty and staff who suffer from alcohol 
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abuse and marital ox financial problems that interfere with 

job performance. Thoreson, Hosokawa, and Talcott (35) point 

out that the model implemented at UMC was modified to adapt 

to the unique environment and the professional executive 

employee in academe. As with the MIT program, the success 

of the program depends on its emphasis on self-referral and 

quick and confidential service by support systems in the 

community that results in individual and institutional enhance-

ment. 

Baxter (3) describes the University Personnel Counseling 

Service (UPCS) at Rutgers University in 1974 as one of the 

first employee counseling services in a major American univer 

sity. The program is viewed as an attempt to humanize the 

work environment and increase the emphasis on administrative 

efficiency, fiscal responsibility, and productivity. The 

reduction in absenteeism justifies the cost of the program. 

Cost Studies Related to 
Wellness Programs 

Parkinson (24) says that many of today's business 

leaders believe that an investment in health promotion and 

disease prevention holds the prospect of improved employee 

productivity and substantial long-term cost savings. 

Parkinson cites the following data. Total medical care 

expenditures in the United States in 1960 were $26.9 billion 

or 5.3 per cent of the Gross National Product (GNP). By 
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1970 these costs had risen to $75 billion, or 7.6 per cent 

of the GNP, and by 1980 these costs were recorded at $243.4 

billion, or 9.4 per cent of the GNP, with business paying 

over 50 per cent of national health-care costs. By 1985 

health care costs are expected to exceed $462.2 billion (9.9 

per cent of the GNP), reflecting yearly per capita expendi-

tures of $1,946.50. 

Evidence to support the cost benefits of health promo-

tion efforts, particularly at the worksite, is just beginning 

to be disseminated. Berry (4, p. 270) points to a 1974-1975 

study of 23,129 days of absence among 86,000 employees of the 

New York Telephone Company, for which the direct cost to the 

company was estimated at $1,040,805. In an area of the same 

company in which its health care management program was 

operating, there was a 43 per cent reduction in absenteeism 

stemming from hypertension. Berry also says that the 

Campbell Soup Company reports a savings of $245,000 over a 

ten-year period from its establishment of a colo-rectal 

cancer screening program. 

Parkinson (24, p. 88) says that the lack of published 

data on programs of recent origin reflects a lack of time 

for such results to be developed and, in part, also reflects 

other barriers to health program evaluation. Most experts 

are convinced, Berry (4, p. 28) claims, that while health 

promotion programs will save money, their greatest value 
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lies in the improvement of employees' health and wellbeing 

which, in turn, must increase productivity. 

Predictions and Trends in Lifestyles 
by the Year 2000 

Grossman states, 

The world health organization's goals of "Health for 
all by the year 2000" and the current American health 
promotion movement are reflections of the same universal 
disenchantment with the present status of public health 
practice . . . as we approach a new century this appears 
to be an unusually appropriate time to reflect on our 
purposes and priorities for the decade ahead (13, p. 36), 

The Trend Analysis Program of the American Council of 

Life Insurance predicts one possible future that includes 

individual responsibility and heightening wellness actions 

by the year 2030 A.D. Predictions include the following 

beliefs and circumstances. 

1. Belief that physical disease is a symptom of 
some underlying emotional, mental, social-psychologi-
cal or spiritual pathology prevalent. 

2. Emphasis on the individual and ego separate-
ness, maximizing profit, survival of the fittest and 
other forms of competition are seen as triggers that 
break down the body's ability to maintain equilibrium. 

3. There are few limits to an individual's respon-
sibilities for his or her health; children are taught 
techniques to encourage their bodies to adapt naturally 
to overcome illness; raising one's body temperature, 
stopping the flow of blood from wounds, and having 
organs cleanse themselves of pollutants are well within 
the self-regulatory capacity of individuals. 

4. Every component of society (the workplace, 
education institutes, urban environments and transpor-
tation systems) is considered part of the health care 
system. 

5. Health care workers rely primarily on barter 
and other unrecorded transactions rather than fee for 
service. 
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6. There is substantial reliance on community-
based healers as educators, osteopaths, acupuncturists, 
massage therapists, ethnic healers and physicians and 
nurses have equal status and equal earnings. 

7. Women play a much more significant role in 
health care delivery since it has been realized that 
masculine and feminine attributes reside in each 
individual. 

8. Most hospitals are gone, and those that remain 
are regional repair and crisis intervention centers. 

9. Dying is viewed as an opportunity for spiritual 
growth; few terminally ill people are kept alive by high 
technology. 

10. Biomedical research no longer proceeds on the 
basis of separation of body-mind-spirit; research has 
moved to concentrate on determining wellness for given 
individuals and finding out why some people are super-
well even in seemingly stressful situations. 

11. Noninvasive diagnostic and motivational tech-
niques use client mind power to encourage wellness 
behaviors. 

12. There is a greater respect for the environment; 
it is now understood that individual wellness and social 
wellness cannot be separated (7, 8, pp. 1-2, 331). 

These predictions offer exciting possibilities. It must 

be noted, however, that the Trend Analysis Program members 

also described the future possibilities of an emphasis on 

the routine use of high technology and increased government 

responsibility. 

Pilch (28) and Tubesing (38) agree that modern medicine 

often fails to care for life stress diseases because of (a) 

the overwhelming demand for crisis care and (b) its failure 

to give serious consideration to the concept of wholeness in 

health. Although modern medicine is technically superior to 

any known throughout history, some of the neglected aspects 

of medical care include the expansion of health education, 

the increase of care for the early stages of illnesses, a 
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better coordination of care, and the fostering of support 

communities for patients experiencing stress-related diseases 

Summary 

This review of the literature on high-level wellness 

programs traces the history of this concept, in brief, from 

the ancient Greeks to the growing corporate involvement of 

the 1980s. Because of its relevance to this study, the work 

being done on wellness at the University of Wisconsin at 

Stevens Point is treated extensively. While the growth of 

wellness programs in educational settings lags far behind 

that in business and industry, special attention is given 

to this aspect of the wellness movement. 
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CHAPTER III 

PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY 

Introduction 

The perceptions of junior and community college chief 

health services administrators or chief student services 

administrators, with respect to the types and character-

istics of current and expected wellness programs offered on 

campus, is the focus for data collection and analysis in 

this study. The investigation includes 73 health or student 

service administrator respondents from a total of 100 junior 

and community colleges throughout the United States. 

Population of the Study 

The American College Health Association has been a multi-

disciplinary professional organization for university and 

college health administrators for more than fifty years. For 

the 1973 annual meeting, a section for junior and community 

college health administrators was established, which has 

grown from the original 20 members to 100 in 1984 (1). The 

population for this study is the current entire 100 members 

of this junior and community college section. The states 

represented in this study include New York, Texas, Minnesota, 

Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Oregon, California, North 

Carolina, New Jersey, Illinois, Arizona, Iowa, Wyoming, 
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Delaware, Ohio, Wisconsin, Connecticut, Washington, Maine, 

Colorado, Kentucky, Maryland, Rhode Island, Arkansas, and 

Tennessee. 

The sample is restricted to this population because 

there is a void of information regarding campus wellness 

programs in the junior and community college setting. The 

chief professionals in this area, or chief student services 

personnel in their absence, have a special interest in and 

awareness of campus wellness programs. As shown in Figure 3, 

the respondent population is located in the indicated areas 

of the United States. A 60 per cent response rate from the 

mailed survey was determined to be an adequate sample size 

for the purposes of this study. 

Development of the Survey Instrument 

The data required for this study were acquired from a 

survey that was specifically designed for this use based 

on a review of the literature and the recommendations from 

experts in the field of wellness and health promotion. The 

survey instrument is composed of a combination of open-ended 

and forced choice items. It contains an extensive checklist 

that is designed to establish both the content of current 

campus wellness programs and the expectations concerning 

programs in five years. The second part of the instrument 

is used to discover the management-related aspects of well-

ness programming, and the third part is designed to elicit 

certain institutional characteristics. 
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A preliminary draft of the survey instrument was submit-

ted to a panel of eight experts (see Appendix B) in the 

medical and educational areas of health promotion or wellness 

for evaluation of content and appropriateness of the ques-

tions. All of the experts approved the content of the survey 

and all of the items were retained. 

After acceptance by the panel of experts, the instrument 

was pilot tested and critiqued for face validity and ease of 

understanding by five health professionals who were not 

included in the sample population. Minor revisions in format 

were made and the survey instrument was printed for mailing 

to the selected population (see Appendix C). 

Procedures for Data Collection 

The chief student health service (or student personnel) 

administrators (1) at the specified institutions (N = 100) 

were mailed packets containing a cover letter, the instru-

ment, and a return postage-paid envelope. The cover letter 

explains the purposes of the study, defines some of the 

terminology used in the survey, and describes the philosophy 

of wellness from which the survey is derived (see Appendix ). 

The anonymity of the research participants is guaranteed in 

the letter in an effort to gain the most accurate information 

possible. 

The first survey packets were mailed on December 1, 

1983; a month was allowed for returned of the anticipated 
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60 per cent. By January 3, 1984, 70 (70 per cent) had 

returned the survey. Although 70 per cent was considered 

to be an adequate sample, several phone calls were made in 

order to secure additional returns. After a further two-

week interval, 73 surveys were taken to the computing center 

at North Texas State University to be analyzed; this con-

stitutes a total final return of 73 per cent. The time 

period for information provided by the respondents represents 

two academic semesters (Spring, 1983, and Fall, 1983). 

Procedures for Analyses of Data 

Following inspection of the instruments for complete-

ness and possible errors, the data were prepared for computer 

analysis. The open-ended questions were tabulated by hand 

and prepared for narrative presentation. Analysis of certain 

survey questions (Part I: A, B, C, D; Part II: A, B, CI, 

D, E, F, G, HI, I) was conducted using the Statistical Package 

for the Social Sciences X (4). Descriptive statistics (i.e., 

response frequencies and percentages) were generated to show 

the current and anticipated prevalence of different types 

of wellness programs and the current and anticipated manage-

ment related characteristics of wellness offerings in junior 

and community college settings. Analysis of other survey 

questions (Part I: E, F; Part II: C2, H2, J; Part III: A, 

B, C, D) are by narrative summarization of the more frequently 

mentioned survey responses (1, 3). The complete listing of 

all responses is included in Appendix D. 
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Summary 

The population of the study and the process of develop-

ment for the original survey instrument is described in 

Chapter III. The procedures for data collection and analyses 

are explained and a table of responses illustrates geographi-

cally the location of the nationwide respondents. 
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CHAPTER IV 

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 

The data presented in this chapter are the result of 

a survey to determine the types and characteristics of 

wellness programs now offered and expected to be offered in 

selected junior and community colleges in the United States. 

The data result from a survey questionnaire, the items of 

which were designed to provide answers to the fourteen 

research questions presented in Chapter I. 

During the fall of 1983, 100 questionnaires were mailed 

to the Directors of Health Services or to the Deans of 

Student Development if a health representative was not 

available. The population is the entire section of the 

junior and community colleges of the American College Health 

Association. Data collection was terminated with a 73 per 

cent return from the population. 

Statistical Analysis of Data 

From computer-generated statistical analysis, the 

statistical presentations were constructed for this study. 

In addition to thirteen statistical tables, selected frequent 

responses are presented from six open-ended questions. The 

complete set of responses to demographic and open-ended 
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questions is included as an appendix. Frequencies, per-

centages, demographic data, and specific answers to the 

research questions are included in this chapter, which con-

cludes with a summary of data findings. 

Demographic Data 

Respondents to the questionnaire were asked to indicate 

the type of control of their institutions (public or private), 

the current institutional enrollment, the percentage of their 

students who live in campus housing, the availability of on-

campus health promotion programs, and the anticipated adoption 

of on-campus health promotion programs within five years. 

These data are shown in Table I. According to these data, a 

profile of the respondent institutions indicates that the 

large majority are public schools (86.4 per cent), the 

largest group has a student enrollment of between 1,000 and 

4,999 (41.1 per cent), and the majority of the schools have 

no dormitory facilities (57.7 per cent). In regard to the 

incidence of campus health promotion or wellness programs, 

49.3 per cent of the respondents indicated that their schools 

presently have campus wellness programs; 17.8 per cent of the 

respondents do not anticipate the establishment of a wellness 

program on their campuses. 



TABLE I 

DEMOGRAPHIC DATA ON RESPONDENT INSTITUTIONS 

Demographic Item Number Per Cent 

A. Institutional Control 

Public 63 86.4 
Private 5 6.8 
No Response 5 6.8 

Total 73 100.0 

B. Institutional Enrollment* 

999 or fewer 6 8.2 
1,000-4,999 30 41.1 
5,000-9,999 14 19.2 
10,000 and over 17 23.3 
No Response 6 8.2 

Total 73 100.0 

C. Availability of On -Campus Dorm Facilities 

None 42 57.5 
50% or fewer 16 22.0 
More than 50% 8 11.0 
No Response 7 9.5 

Total 73 

D. Present Availability of On-Campus Health Promotion 
Program 

Yes 36 49.3 
No 33 45.2 
No Response 4 5.5 

Total 73 100.0 

E. Anticipated Adoption of On-Campus Health Promotion 
Program within Five Years 

Yes 31 42.5 
No 13 17.8 
No Response 29 39.7 

Total 
73 100.0 

*Survey questions about both full-time equivalent 
enrollment and non-credit enrollment of institutions were 
so sparcely answered that the data collected are not reported 
here (see Appendix D). 
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The Present and Future Incidence of Health 
Promotion Programs within the Six 

Dimensions of Wellness 

Response to the question about types of wellness pro-

gramming and the degree of participation are reported in 

Table II. The program areas listed in the table correspond 

to the areas defined by Hettler's Six Dimensions of Wellness 

(see Figure 1, page 4). The degrees of participation 

are (a) none, (b) slight (1-19), (c) average (20-49) , and 

(d) large (50+). 

Physical fitness and nutrition.—For the dimension of 

physical fitness and nutrition for 1983, 34.2 per cent of the 

respondents indicated that there is a slight (1-19) partici-

pation. By 1988, 35.6 per cent predicted that there will be 

a large (50+) interest in this area. 

Emotional.—For the emotional dimension in 1983, 32.9 

per cent indicated that no programming is offered. By 1988, 

however, 30.1 per cent of the respondents predicted that 

there will be an average (20-49 participation) demand for 

such programs. 

Social.—Programs for the social dimension are offered 

only on an infrequent basis; such programs would include 

environmental, family, and community topics. Of the respond-

ing schools, 35.6 per cent offer no such programs, and 32.9 

per cent offer such programs with slight (1-19) attendance. 
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By 1988, 34.2 per cent of the respondents predicted that 

the demand for such programs would indicate average (20-49) 

attendance. 

Intellectual.—Although programming in the intellectual 

dimension is increasing, the rate of increase is slow. While 

32.9 per cent of the respondents indicated that presently 

they have no such programs, 27.4 per cent predicted 

average (20-49) and 27.4 per cent predicted large (50+) 

participant demand for such programs. 

Occupational-vocational.—In the occupational-vocational 

dimension for 1983, 37 per cent of the respondents indicated 

that no present programs exist. Average (20-49) participa-

tion is predicted by 1988. 

Spiritual values and ethics.—For the spiritual values-

ethics dimension, 46.6 per cent of the respondents presently 

have no such programming, which is the largest percentage 

response for any dimension for 1983, and only 30.1 per cent 

have slight (1-19) attendance at programs offered in this 

dimension. Predicted demand (24.7 per cent) is slight (1-

19) for 1988. 

Present and Future Inclusion of Selected Risk 
Factors in Junior and Community College 

Wellness Programming 

Table III reports the data that pertain to the inclusion 

of the six major risk factors to good health in wellness 
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programming. Both the current involvement for 1983 and the 

predicted involvement for 1988 are reported. The risk 

factors included in the survey are improper nutrition, 

obesity, smoking, alcohol and chemical abuse, lack of 

exercise, and hypertension (high blood pressure). 

The majority (63 per cent) of the respondent schools 

currently have programs that are related to improper nutri-

tion, and in 1988 75.3 per cent anticipate offering such 

programming, an increase of 12.3 per cent. Only 24.7 per 

cent do not presently offer such programs, and 9.6 per cent 

do not plan to offer such nutrition programs within five 

years. 

The majority of the respondent schools presently offer 

programming in all of the six risk-factor areas, as is 

indicated by the data in Table III, and all follow the 

pattern discussed for improper nutrition in that all 

respondent schools anticipate an increase in such program-

ming by 1988. The respondents predict that obesity pro-

grams will increase 17.8 per cent, smoking programs will 

increase 9.6 per cent, alcohol and chemical abuse programs 

will increase 12.3 per cent, lack of exercise programs will 

increase by 10.9 per cent, and hypertension programs will 

increase by 8.2 per cent. Although these predicted increases 

appear to be small, note that in most areas over 60 per cent 

of these schools presently offer such programs. 
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Present and Future Inclusion of Selected Activities 
withirPwellness and Health Promotion Programs 

in Junior and Community Colleges 

Table IV presents an extensive listing of programs and 

activities along with related data that could be included in 

a variety of the dimensions of wellness programs. Approxi— 

mately ten suggested program activity ideas are grouped 

under each of Hettler's Six Dimensions of Wellness. 

Physical fitness-nutrition.—In the physical fitness-

nutrition dimension (Table IV.1), the programs that are 

predicted to grow within the period from 1983 to 1988 are 

nutrition disorders education (from 46.6 per cent to 69.9 

per cent) and physical assessments (from 54.8 per cent to 

76.7 per cent). The most popular present offerings in this 

dimension, which are also predicted to grow, are dancing 

(several types; from 79.5 per cent to 82.2 per cent), 

jogging (from 61.6 per cent to 79.5 per cent), and walking 

(from 60.3 per cent to 69.9 per cent). 

Spiritual values-ethics.—In the spiritual values and 

ethics dimension (Table IV.2), the programs that are predicted 

to grow within the period from 1983 to 1988 are lifestyle 

assessment (from 42.5 per cent to 68.5 per cent) and goal-

setting workshops (from 46.6 per cent to 67.1 per cent). 

Although the offerings are not large in this dimension, all 

selected activities are expected to show some growth. The 
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most popular present offering (57.5 per cent) in this 

dimension is religiously-oriented student organizations. 

Emotional.—Emotional programming areas (Table IV.3) 

are not predicted to grow at a rate comparable with other 

areas. The two programs with the fastest anticipated growth 

rate by 1988 are motivation seminars (from 52.1 per cent to 

69.9 per cent) and development of interpersonal skills (from 

63 per cent to 76.7 per cent). The most popular present 

offerings in this dimension are personal counseling (from 

83.6 per cent to a decrease of 80.8 per cent) and self 

assessment and acceptance (from 64.4 per cent to 75.3 per 

cent). 

Family, environmental, social, and community.—All 

program ideas and activities in the family, community, 

environmental, and social dimension (Table IV.4) are pre-

dicted by the respondents to increase by 1988. The areas 

predicted to show the greatest increase are health care 

consumerism (from 38.4 per cent to 64.4 per cent), medical 

self-care seminars (from 34.2 per cent to 64.4 per cent), 

and parenting skills (from 32.9 per cent to 58.9 per cent). 

The most popular present offering in this dimension is 

campus and community co-activities (e.g., movies, plays, 

sports events) at 71.2 per cent, which is predicted to show 

a slight increase to 78.1 per cent. 
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Intellectual programs and classes.—Intellectual pro-

grams and classes (other than academic offerings) revolve 

primarily around the six risk factors to health (Table IV.5) 

Programs that are predicted by the respondents to show the 

greatest increases are obesity control (from 46.6 per cent 

to 72.6 per cent), smoking cessation (from 49.3 per cent to 

72.6 per cent), and mind-stimulation techniques (from 23.3 

per cent to 42.5 per cent). The most popular present offer-

ings in this dimension, which are expected to show a slight 

growth, are CPR training (from 79.5 per cent to 82.2 per 

cent), Heimlich maneuver training (from 72.6 per cent to 

76.7 per cent), and first aid (from 71.2 per cent to 76.7 

per cent). 

Occupational and vocational.—The dimension of occupa-

tional and vocational wellness programs (Table IV.6) is 

predicted by the respondents to increase at a slower rate 

than the other dimensions. Programs that are predicted to 

show the greatest growth are exercise for sedentary workers 

(38.4 per cent to 63 per cent), accident risk reduction 

(35.6 per cent to 60.3 per cent), and employee personal 

assistance (32.9 per cent to 56.2 per cent). The most 

popular present offerings in this dimension are career 

counseling (from 78.1 per cent to a decrease to 76.7 per 

cent) and resume writing (from 65.8 per cent to 74 per cent). 
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Wellness Program Offerings to Campus Constituencies: 
Present Incidence and Future Anticipation 

Table V data report the groups to whom wellness pro-

grams on campus are offered. Students are the main receptor 

(69.9 per cent) of campus wellness programs in 1983; the 

respondents indicating that this target will continue in 

1988 (79.5 per cent). Faculty and staff are tied for second 

at 65.8 per cent in 1983 and 76.7 per cent in 1988. 

Campus Influences on Development and Projected 
Future Promotion of Wellness Programming 

Table VI data present the campus areas that influenced 

the inception of wellness programs or might influence by 

1988. The data indicate that there is no congruence among 

the community and junior colleges as to the department or 

group that influenced wellness projects, except that they 

are most likely to have been promoted by the student health 

director (43.8 per cent), the health and physical education 

department (32.9 per cent), or the student services division 

(24.7 per cent). 

Present and Projected Sponsors 
of Campus Wellness Programs 

When the respondents were asked if there were a specific 

person or designated group that is responsible for managing 

campus wellness activities, the responses were almost 

equally divided between yes and no (Table VII). Assuming 
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TABLE V 

WELLNESS PROGRAM OFFERINGS TO CAMPUS CONSTITUENCIES: 
PRESENT INCIDENCE (1983) AND FUTURE 

ANTICIPATION (1988) 

Constituency Year 

Wellness Program Offering* 

Constituency Year Yes No Constituency Year 

N % N o, *5 

1. Students 1 9 8 3 5 1 6 9 . 9 2 2 3 0 . 1 

1 9 8 8 5 8 7 9 . 5 1 5 2 0 . 5 

2. Faculty 1 9 8 3 4 8 6 5 . 8 2 5 3 4 . 2 

1 9 8 8 5 6 7 6 . 7 1 7 2 3 . 3 

3. Staff 1 9 8 3 4 8 6 5 . 8 2 5 3 4 . 2 

1 9 8 8 5 6 7 6 . 7 1 7 2 3 . 3 

4. Community 1 9 8 3 4 2 5 7 . 5 3 1 4 2 . 5 

(non-credit) 1 9 8 8 4 8 6 5 . 8 2 5 3 4 . 2 

5. Other 1 9 8 3 3 4 . 1 7 0 9 5 . 9 

1 9 8 8 3 4 . 1 7 0 9 5 . 9 

*In each instance, N = 73 and the response percentage = 
100, 

the growth of the wellness concept, however, 52 per cent of 

the respondents predict that there will be specifically 

designated control over such programs by 1988. The job 

titles and classifications of the leadership control for 

1983 and 1988 are presented in the appendix. 

Table VIII data indicate that current campus wellness 

programs in community and junior colleges are most likely 

to be under the sponsorship of the campus health center 

(60.3 per cent), the physical education department (45.2 
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TABLE VI 

CAMPUS INFLUENCES ON PRESENT DEVELOPMENT (1983) AND 
PROJECTED FUTURE PROMOTION (1988) OF 

WELLNESS PROGRAMMING 

Individual or Group Year 
Influence for Wellness Programs* 

Individual or Group Year 
Yes No 

N % N % 

1. Student Health 
Director 

1983 
1988 

32 
29 

43.8 
39.7 

41 
44 

56.2 
60.3 

2. Mandate from Top 
Administrator: 
Specify 

1983 
1988 

12 
10 

16.4 
13.7 

61 
63 

83.6 
86.3 

3. Health/Physical 
Ed. Dept. 

1983 
1988 

24 
22 

32.9 
30.1 

49 
51 

67.1 
69.9 

4. External 
Influence from 
Business or 
Industry 

1983 
1988 

4 
6 

5.5 
8.2 

69 
67 

94.5 
91.8 

5. Student 
Services 
Division 

1983 
1988 

18 
21 

24.7 
28.8 

55 
52 

75.3 
71.2 

6. Employee 
Personnel 
Services 

1983 
1988 

10 
10 

13.7 
13.7 

63 
63 

86.3 
86.3 

7. Student 
Government 
Association 

1983 
1988 

3 
5 

4.1 
6.8 

70 
68 

95.9 
93.2 

8. Other 1983 
1988 

5 
5 

6.8 
6.8 

68 
68 

93.2 
93.2 

100. 
*In each instance, N = 73 and the response percentage = 

per cent), or the counseling department (42.5 per cent). 

For the future, there is a slight trend away from the campus 
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TABLE VII 

DESIGNATED INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP THAT HANDLES PRESENT (1983) 
AND PROJECTED FUTURE (1988) WELLNESS PROGRAMMING 

Specified Individual or Group* 

Time Frame Yes No 

Number Per Cent Number Per Cent 

Present: 1983 33 45.2 32 43.8 

Projected Future: 1988 38 52.1 18 24.7 

*Respondents also specified job classifications and 
primary characteristics for qualification. These answers 
are shown in Appendix. 

TABLE VIII 

SPONSORS OF CAMPUS WELLNESS PROGRAMS PRESENTLY (1983) 
AND PROJECTED FOR FUTURE (1988) 

Campus Department Year 

Sponsor 

Campus Department Year Yes No Campus Department Year 

N Q. "O N o, 
X) 

1. Campus Health 1983 44 60.3 29 39.7 
Center 1988 43 58.9 30 41.1 

2. Physical Educa- 1983 33 45.2 29 39.7 
tion Department 1988 40 54.8 44 60.3 

3. Health Education 1983 13 17.8 60 82.2 
Department 1988 18 24.7 55 75.3 

4. Counseling 1983 31 42.5 42 57.5 
Department 1988 30 41.1 43 58.9 

5. Environmental 1983 1 1.4 72 98 . 6 
Department 1988 3 4.1 70 95.9 

6. Other 1983 15 20.5 58 79 . 5 
1988 14 19.2 59 80.8 

100. 
*In each instance, N = 73 and the response percentage = 
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health center and the counseling department toward the 

physical education department. 

Present and Projected Incidence of 
Cost Awareness for Campus 

Wellness Programs 

A large majority (72.6 per cent) of the respondents 

replied that it is important for them to remain aware of the 

expenses entailed in campus wellness programs (see Table IX). 

For the future (1988), the respondents feel it will be even 

more important (75.3 per cent) to be aware of the cost 

factor of their programs. 

Present and Projected Expense Studies 
on Campus Wellness Programs 

Table X data indicate that few of the wellness programs 

(6.8 per cent) engage in formal cost effectiveness studies 

at present, although more (30.1 per cent) plan to do so by 

1988. At the present time, 47.9 per cent of the respondents 

engage in both keeping statistics for later use and tabulat-

ing expenses; the incidence of this type of record-keeping 

will increase slightly by 1988. A notable 19.2 per cent of 

the respondents responded that there are no cost studies 

done on their wellness programs, evidently not even expense 

studies. 
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TABLE IX 

INCIDENCE OF COST AWARENESS FOR CAMPUS WELLNESS PROGRAMS 
PRESENTLY (1983) AND PROJECTED FOR 

FUTURE (1988) 

Program Cost Awareness 

Time Frame Yes No No Response 

N a "o N % N o. 
"o 

Present: 

1983 53 72.6 2 8.2 14 19.2 

Projected 
Future: 

1988 55 75.3 3 4.1 15 20.5 

Present and Anticipated Sources of Funding 
for Campus Wellness Program Promotion 

Table XI data indicate that the respondents presently 

receive 64.4 per cent of the funding for campus wellness 

programs from college operating funds; this is expected to 

decrease slightly (63 per cent) by 1988. Funding sources 

expected to increase in the next five years are from corporate 

donations (from 2.7 per cent to 17.8 per cent) and private 

grants (from 9.6 per cent to 20.5 per cent). A notable 15.1 

per cent responded that no funds are available for wellness 

programs at present. 
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Present and Projected Availability of Specific 
Educational Center or Source for Materials 

on Wellness Topics 

Table XII data indicate that 69.9 per cent of the 

respondent schools have educational sources for wellness 

materials which are readily available. This availability 

is expected to increase slightly (72.6 per cent) by 1988. 

Specific sites mentioned by respondents are presented in 

the appendix. 

TABLE XII 

PRESENT (1983) AND PROJECTED (1988) AVAILABILITY OF SPECIFIC 
EDUCATIONAL CENTER OR SOURCE FOR MATERIALS 

ON WELLNESS TOPICS 

Time Frame 
Availability of Specific Source 

Time Frame Yes No No Response Time Frame 

N O. 
O N o 

o N o 
o 

Present: 

1983 51 69.9 16 21.9 6 8.2 

Projected 
Availability: 

1988 

__r- __ _ 

53 72.6 6 8.2 14 19.2 

Appendix. 

Incidence of Present and Projected Incentives 
Offered to Encourage Participation in 

Wellness Programs 

The data in Table XIII indicate that either no incen-

tives are offered or gifts (such as tee shirts and trophies) 
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are offered to the same degree (32.9 per cent). The data 

also show that the trend is away from offering incentives 

for participation in wellness programs, although in some 

instances additional academic credit may be offered. 

Narrative (Open-Ended) Questions 

The respondents were asked to reply to several questions 

on the survey instrument in a narrative fashion. Included in 

this section are the primary responses. Complete listings of 

responses and suggestions are included in the appendix. 

Survey Part I, Question E 

This question asks, "In the space below, briefly list 

the three most successful (in terms of participant numbers, 

quality, etc.) wellness programs offered on your campus." 

The three categories are physical fitness, health promotion 

and wellness assessment, and nutrition and weight control. 

Numerous suggestions for types of programs were offered by 

the respondents, and these are listed in the appendix. 

Survey Part I_, Question F 

This question asks, "What three major changes in well-

ness programming do you foresee over the next five years?" 

The three categories most frequently mentioned are physical 

fitness, problems with sources of funding, and a trend toward 

more self-care programming. Numerous suggestions and comments 

were offered by respondents, and these are listed in the 

appendix. 
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Survey Part II, Question C 

This question asks, "Is there a specific person or 

designated group responsible for managing wellness activi-

ties on campus presently? In 1988?" Forty respondents 

indicated that they presently have a specific person or 

group who is responsible for their institutional wellness 

programs. By 1988, 52 respondents indicated that they would 

have program directors for wellness programs. Eighteen 

respondents indicated that they do not have specific person(s) 

responsible for wellness programming, nor do they expect to 

have one by 1988. A listing of the titles of those who are 

in charge of the wellness programs is in the appendix. 

Survey Part II, Question H 

This question asks, "If [there is a specific center for 

educational materials . . . about wellness topics], where is 

or where will your wellness materials be located on the 

campus in 1983; in 1988?" Fifty respondents indicated that 

such a specific place currently exists on their campuses; 

47 indicated that a referral source is anticipated by 1988. 

The most frequently mentioned locations of educational well-

ness materials are the student health center, the library or 

learning resource center, and the health and physical educa-

tion facility. A complete listing is included in the appendix. 
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Survey Part II, Question J 

This question asks, "What are the three major barriers 

to developing successful wellness programs on your campus? 

Will they be barriers in 1988?" Each respondent reported 

barriers, but the three most frequently mentioned are 

inadequate staffing, inadequate funding, and apathy or lack 

of motivation. An overwhelming majority of the respondents 

anticipate that these barriers will still be present in 1988. 

A complete listing of these barriers is included in the 

appendix. 

Survey Part III, Question D 

This question asks, "Do you have additional comments you 

would like to offer relative to wellness-health promotion?" 

Except for the reiteration of the understaffing complaint, 

the responses to this question are too varied to categorize. 

All comments are included in the appendix. 

Responses to Research Questions 

In the following subsections, answers are given to the 

research questions that are presented in Chapter I to be used 

as a guide for this study. Data are included, where appli-

cable, from the previous analysis of data by survey items. 

Research Question One 

Research question one asks, "How many wellness programs 

exist in the junior and community colleges in the United 
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States, as reported by the survey respondents who are members 

of the American College Health Association?" The data 

indicate that 49.3 per cent of the responding United States 

junior and community colleges currently have wellness 

programs. Although 45.2 per cent of the respondents 

indicated that they do not have current programs related to 

health promotion, this figure is predicted to decrease to 

17.8 per cent by 1988. 

Research Question Two 

Research question two asks, "What holistic programs 

that are related to wellness are presently found in junior 

and community colleges, and what programming or events that 

are related to wellness are projected to occur within the 

next five years?" Within each of the six dimensions of 

wellness the respondents indicated current and anticipated 

programming that are of the specific areas of holistic 

health promotion. The six most frequently mentioned programs 

from each area are nutrition disorders, lifestyle assessment, 

motivation seminars, health-care education consumerism, 

smoking cessation, and exercise for sedentary work. 

Research Question Three 

Research question three asks, "Are the existing well-

ness programs designed to meet total needs or are they 

designed for specific campus groups (e.g., faculty, staff, 

students)?" Although students are reported to be the main 
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recipients or target of campus wellness programs for 1983, 

faculty and staff may be equally served by the programs. 

The data indicate that a trend toward including all groups 

is anticipated to escalate in the next five years. 

Research Question Four 

Research question four asks, "What is the organizational 

and managerial structure of currently existing wellness pro-

grams in junior and community colleges, and what is it pro-

jected to be within the next five years?" Respondents to 

the questionnaire indicated that currently the student health 

center is the campus area that most influences, promotes, or 

instigates wellness programming, followed closely by the 

physical education department. The data show that 45.2 per 

cent of the current wellness programs have a specified group 

or individual who handles the management of the program. 

Although, according to the data, health centers may initiate 

a wellness group, the respondents felt that the physical 

education department is more likely to maintain such programs 

in the future. However, the health centers maintain the 

highest percentage of involvement, 60.3 per cent as compared 

to the rising physical education departments with 24.7 per 

cent in 1988. This is an increase of 6.9 per cent while 

health centers declined 1.4 per cent. 
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Research Question Five 

Research question five asks, "How are current wellness 

programs funded, and what are the projected funding sources 

for junior and community college wellness programs within 

the next five years?" Funding for health promotion by the 

educational institution is at best limited and the prediction 

is that this will decrease even more. The respondents pre-

dict that future funding for wellness programs will come from 

corporate funds and public or private grants. 

Research Question Six 

Research question six asks, "Do the junior and community 

colleges initiate or participate in cost-containment studies 

for wellness programming, and do they plan to do so within 

the next five years?" The respondents predict a rise in 

cost awareness from 72.6 per cent in 1983 to 75.3 per cent in 

1988, although there is most assuredly a "cost awareness" in 

the sense that respondents repeatedly report lack of funding 

as a primary problem for inception, maintenance, and con-

tinuation of wellness programming. While simplified account-

ing measures such as tabulation of expenses will continue, 

there is a distinct trend (23.3 per cent) toward formal cost 

effectiveness evaluations by 1988. 

Research Question Seven 

Research question seven asks, "Is there an incentive 

or motivation plan on the campus to encourage individuals 
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to become involved in a currently operating wellness pro-

gram, and is such a plan expected within the next five 

years? Current incentives, if at all, include items such 

3-S tee shirts and trophies. By 1988, incentives are pre-

dicted to become more sophisticated and to include such 

things as academic points and promotions. 

Research Question Eight 

Research question eight asks, "Is there any educational 

center for wellness resources established on the campus, or 

is one expected to be established within the next five years?" 

The respondents replied very positively that a current 

educational center exists or will exist by 1988. Some of 

the most frequently mentioned sites for materials are the 

student health center, the campus library or learning 

resource center, the physical education building, and the 

wellness resource center. 

Research Question Nine 

Research question nine asks, "Are the six dimensions 

of wellness present in currently operating wellness pro-

grams, or are they projected to be present within the next 

five years?" The six dimensions of wellness as described 

by Hettler comprise a holistic view of wellness or health 

promotion. The respondents were asked to indicate if their 

institutional programming followed Hettler's framework for 

wellness as indicated by participant numbers, or if their 
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programming was not holistic in this sense. The respondents 

reported participant numbers in programming efforts for 1983 

and anticipated participant numbers in programming for 1988. 

The six dimensions of wellness include the areas of (a) 

physical fitness-nutrition, (b) emotional, (c) intellectual, 

(d) occupational-vocational, (e) spiritual values-ethics, 

and (f) environmental-family-community-social. The respon-

dents indicated a positive growing interest in holistic 

health promotion in all of Hettlers areas except in spiritual 

values-ethics area, for which a decrease in participants is 

predicted by 1988. 

Research Question Ten 

Research question ten asks, "Are the major risk factors 

to health in the United States represented in current pro-

gramming for wellness, and do survey respondents project 

changes in program emphasis within the next five years?" 

The six major risk factors to good health are defined as 

improper nutrition, obesity, smoking, alcohol and chemical 

abuse, lack of exercise, and hypertension (high blood 

pressure). The respondents indicate that programming in 

these areas is currently active and is projected to increase. 

Research Question Eleven 

Research question eleven asks, "Can successful wellness 

programs be described in terms of the number of participants?" 
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The participants in the survey were asked to describe the 

three most successful wellness programs in terms of partici-

pation and quality. Categories most frequently mentioned 

are physical fitness for employees, health promotion or 

wellness assessment, and nutrition and weight control. The 

respondents indicated that since these programs attract the 

greatest degrees of participation, they are considered to 

be the most successful. 

Research Question Twelve 

Research question twelve asks, "Do institutional 

characteristics influence existing wellness programs?" An 

overwhelming number of respondents (86.4 per cent) indicated 

that their institutions are public. Schools in the 1,000 

to 4,999 enrollment range report the highest incidence of 

wellness programming; the second largest group—schools in 

the 10,000 and over range, report a 23.3 per cent incidence 

of wellness programming. On-campus housing was indicated 

in only 8 per cent of the reporting institutions. The 

respondents indicated that while 45.2 per cent did not have 

wellness programs in 1983, only 17.8 per cent would not have 

such programs in 1988. 

The only implication from the demographic data which 

appear to be notable are that wellness programs are presently 

more likely to be offered in public schools that have 

medium sized enrollments. The value of such an implication 
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is questionable, however, since most junior and community 

colleges fall into these categories. The implication that 

is of notable importance and value is that 82.2 per cent 

of all responding junior and community colleges anticipate 

the establishment or continuation of wellness programs on 

campus by 1988. 

Research Question Thirteen 

Research question thirteen asks, "What are major barriers 

to the success of a wellness program?" The three most 

frequently mentioned barriers to current wellness programming 

are apathy from those involved or the top administration, 

lack of adequate funding, and lack of instructors. The 

respondents also reported that they anticipate that, in spite 

of projected growth, the barriers will still be present in 

1988. 

Research Question Fourteen 

Research question fourteen asks, "What major changes 

in overall wellness programming may occur within the next 

five years?" Respondents anticipate a trend toward self 

care with programs on nutrition, aerobics, and smoking 

cessation, a continuing concern over funding sources, and 

a variety of fitness activities. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, DISCUSSION OF DATA FINDINGS, 

CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

This study is concerned with the problem of determining 

the types and characteristics of wellness programs that are 

now offered by selected junior and community colleges 

throughout the United States. The purposes include the 

investigation of the extent to which Hettler's (10) six 

dimensional scheme of wellness has been implemented on junior 

and community college campuses and an exploration of the 

validity of Hettler's model of wellness for junior and com-

munity colleges. It is hoped that a determination of the 

types and prevalence of current and projected wellness pro-

grams along with an identification of management-related 

characteristics will provide impetus for the development of 

wellness programs in more junior and community colleges. 

Population of the Study 

The study population is composed of the junior and 

community college section of the American College Health 

Association (1). The American College Health Association 

is a multidisciplinary professional organization for univer-

sity and college health administrators. The respondents to 

87 
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the survey are located in twenty-five states of the United 

States. The sample was restricted to this population because 

of the void of information regarding campus wellness programs 

in the junior and community college setting. A 73 per cent 

return was determined to be an appropriate sample size for 

this study. 

Statistical Procedures 

The analysis of certain survey questions was computer 

generated using the Statistical Package for the Social 

Sciences (17). Descriptive statistics (i.e., response 

frequencies and percentages) were gathered to show the cur-

rent and anticipated prevalence of different types of well-

ness programs, and the current and anticipated management 

related characteristics of wellness offerings in the junior 

and community college setting. The open-ended questions 

were tabulated by hand and prepared for narrative summariza-

tion of the most frequently mentioned survey responses. The 

complete listing of all such responses is included in 

Appendix D. 

Summary of Data Findings 

As a result of the data analyses, the following data 

findings are presented in brief. 

1. The respondent institutions are primarily public 

schools (86.4 per cent), have an average enrollment of 
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between 1,000 and 4,999 (41.1 per cent), and have no dormi-

tory facilities (57.7 per cent). 

2. Of the respondent schools, 49.3 per cent presently 

have a campus wellness program; 17.8 per cent of the total 

respondents do not anticipate the future establishment of 

wellness programs on their campuses. 

3. The dimension of physical fitness-nutrition will 

have a 35.6 per cent increase in programming (to 50+ partici-

pants) by 1988; currently programming is in the slight (1-19 

participants) range. 

4. The respondents indicated that programming in the 

emotional dimension is currently not offered by 32.9 per 

cent; however, 30.1 per cent predicted that by 1988, average 

(20-49 participants) programming will be available. 

5. The respondent institutions indicated that program 

participation in the social dimension was not offered by 

35.6 per cent; by 1988, 34.2 per cent predicted that program 

demand would increase to average participation (20-49). 

6. In the intellectual dimension, one-third or 35.6 

per cent of the respondents currently offer no programs; 

however, by 1988, 27.4 per cent each predicted both average 

(20-49) and large (50+) participation. 

7. The occupational-vocational dimension will increase 

from 37 respondents, who indicated no program participation, 

to 37 per cent who predicted average (20-49) demand by 1988. 
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8. The spiritual dimension received the largest per-

centage of response, 46.6 per cent, for no current programs, 

however, 30.1 per cent indicated a slight (1-19) attendance 

at such programs; predicted demand (24.7 per cent) is slight 

(1-19) for 1988. 

9. In the categories of risk factors to good health, 

institutional programs related to improper nutrition will 

increase to 75.0 per cent in 1988 from 63.0 in 1983; although 

currently 24.7 do not offer such programs, that percentage 

will decrease to 9.6 per cent in 1988. 

10. The respondents indicated that programs on obesity 

will increase to 75.3 per cent in 1988 from 57.5 per cent in 

1983; while 28.8 per cent of the responding institutions 

currently offer no programs in this area, this will decrease 

to 9.6 per cent in 1988. 

11. Smoking cessation programs currently are offered 

by 67.1 per cent and will increase to 76.7 by 1988; only a 

few (29.5 per cent) did not offer such programs in 1983, 

and an even smaller (8.2 per cent) number of schools will 

not offer such programs in 1988. 

12. The respondents reported that alcohol and chemical 

abuse programs are offered by 64.4 per cent in 1983 and this 

will increase to 76.7 per cent by 1988; although 23.3 per 

cent indicated no programming in 1983, only 8.2 per cent 

will not offer such programming in 1988. 
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13. Lack-of-exercise programming was reported by 65.8 

per cent of the respondents for 1983 and is predicted to 

increase to 76.7 per cent by 1988; in 1983, only 21.9 per 

cent do not have such programs, but this percentage will 

decrease to 9.6 per cent by 1988. 

14. Respondents indicated that hypertension (or high 

blood pressure) programming is offered by 68.5 per cent and 

will increase to 76.7 per cent by 1988; 21.9 per cent did not 

offer programs m 1983, but that percentage will decrease to 

9.6 per cent by 1988. 

15. In the physical fitness-nutrition area, dancing 

(79.5 per cent to 82.2 per cent), walking (60.3 per cent to 

69.9 per cent), and jogging (61.6 per cent to 79.5 per cent) 

are currently the most popular programs offered and are 

expected to increase by the percentages indicated; in 1988 

the respondents predict that nutritional disorders educa-

tion (46.6 per cent to 69.9 per cent) and physical assess-

ments (54.8 per cent to 76.7 per cent) will evidence large 

growth. 

16. The most popular present offering in the spiritual 

dimension is religiously oriented student organizations (57.5 

per cent); in 1988, the activities expected to show some 

growth are lifestyle assessment (42.5 per cent to 68.5 per 

cent) and goal-setting workshops (46.6 per cent to 67.1 per 

cent). 
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17. Popular emotional programming areas are reported 

to be personal counseling (83.6 per cent decreasing to 80.8 

per cent) and self-assessment and acceptance (64.4 per cent 

per cent); programs with the fastest anticipated 

growth rate by 1988 are motivation seminars (from 52.1 per 

cent to 69.9 per cent) and development of interpersonal skills 

(63 per cent to 76.1 per cent). 

grams related to the social-environmental-family-

community dimension that are most frequently mentioned in 

1983 are campus and community co-activities (71.2 per cent 

per cent); health care consumerism (38.4 per cent to 

64.4 per cent), medical self-care seminars (34.2 per cent to 

64.4 per cent), and parenting skills (32.9 per cent to 58.9 

Per cent) are program areas predicted to show the greatest 

increase. 

19. Intellectual programs, other than academic offer-

ings, that are predicted to show the greatest increase are 

Obesity control (46.6 per cent to 72.6 per cent), smoking 

cessation (49.3 per cent to 72.6 per cent), and mind stimula-

tion techniques (23.3 per cent to 42.5 per cent); CPR training 

(79.6 per cent to 82.2 per cent), first-aid classes (71.2 per 

cent to 76.7 per cent), and Heimlech maneuver training are 

the most popular current offerings (72.6 per cent to 76.7 per 

cent) and are expected to show a small degree of growth by 

1988. 
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20. Occupational-vocational wellness programs are 

predicted to increase in the areas of exercises for sedentary 

workers (38.4 per cent to 63 per cent), accident risk reduc-

tion (35.6 per cent to 60.3 per cent), and employee personal 

assistance (32.9 per cent to 56.2 per cent) by 1988; for 

1983 career counseling (78.1 per cent decreasing to 76.7 per 

cent)and resume writing (65.8 per cent to 74 per cent) are 

the most frequently mentioned. 

21. The respondents indicated that students are the 

mam receptor (69.9 per cent) of campus wellness programs in 

1983, which will increase to 79.5 per cent by 1988; faculty 

and staff participation is also predicted to increase from 

65.8 per cent in 1983 to 76.7 per cent in 1988. 

22. The respondents indicated that either the student 

health director (43.8 per cent), the health and physical 

education department (32.9 per cent), or the student services 

division (24.7 per cent) may have or might in the future 

influence the inception of campus wellness programs. 

23. The respondents indicated that the sponsorship for 

campus wellness programs would continue and grow by 1988; in 

52 per cent of the responses a particular person or group 

was indicated as the leader of the program. 

24. The respondents indicated that current wellness 

programming is most likely to be under the leadership of the 

campus health center (60.3 per cent), the physical education 

department (45.2 per cent), or the counseling department 
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(42.5 per cent); by 1988, there is predicted to be a slight 

trend away from the campus health center and the counseling 

department toward the physical education department. 

25. The respondents indicated that cost awareness is 

very important (72.6 per cent) in 1983, and it will be 

slightly more important (75.3 per cent) to be aware of costs 

in 1988. 

26. The data indicate that few of the current wellness 

programs engage in formal cost effectiveness studies (6.8 per 

cent), but by 1988 30.1 per cent plan to do so; the most 

usual types of cost record keeping are keeping statistics for 

later use and tabulating expenses (47.9 per cent), and this 

will increase slightly by 1988. A notable 19.2 per cent of 

the respondents indicated that no cost studies are kept on 

their programs. 

27. The respondents indicated that current funding for 

campus wellness programs (64.4 per cent) is from college 

operating funds, but this is expected to decrease slightly 

(63. per cent) by 1988; the funding sources are expected to 

be corporate donations (from 2.9 per cent to 17.8 per cent) 

and private grants (from 9.6 per cent to 20.5 per cent); 15.1 

per cent of the current wellness programs receive no funding. 

28. The respondents indicated that 69.9 per cent of 

the responding institutions have campus sources for wellness-

related education materials; availability is expected to 

increase slightly (72.6 per cent) by 1988. 
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29. Incentives used to encourage participation in 

wellness programs are reported to be such items as tee-

shirts and trophies or nothing (32.9 per cent); the trend 

appears to be away from incentives by 1988 other than, in 

some few instances, academic credit or promotion in rank. 

The following findings are derived from respondents' 

answers to open-end questions. Complete responses are 

included in Appendix D. 

30. Respondents indicated that the three most success-

ful wellness programs offered on their campuses are in the 

categories of physical fitness, health promotion or wellness 

assessment, and nutrition-weight control. 

31. The respondents predict that the three major 

changes which will affect wellness programming and which will 

occur over the next five years are a trend toward self-care, 

changes in funding sources, and an increase in fitness pro-

gramming . 

32. Forty respondents indicated that they have a 

specific person or group that is responsible for their well-

ness programming. Eighteen respondents neither have nor 

expect to have specific supervision by 1988. 

33. Fifty respondents indicated that they have a 

specific, identifiable source on campus that contains 

educational materials related to wellness. 
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34. Respondents described the three major barriers to 

developing a successful wellness program as inadequate fund-

ing, inadequate staffing, and apathy or lack of motivation 

by all. 

35. Respondents were asked to make additional comments 

regarding wellness or health promotion programs currently or 

for the future (see Appendix D). Generally, the respondents 

indicated that the concept of wellness programming is 

viable and growing even though the barriers to good program-

ming will exist for some time. 

Discussion of Data Findings 

The discussions of data findings is presented according 

to seven general categories or topics. These categories are 

program participation in the six dimensions of wellness; 

program participation for the six risk factors to good health; 

summarization of the most popular wellness programs in the 

six dimensions of wellness; leadership in junior and community 

college wellness programs; cost awareness and incentives in 

junior and community college wellness programs, and a brief 

summary of open-end questions not otherwise included. 

Incidsncs of Wellness Programs in Junior 
and Community Colleges 

The profile of the junior and community college well-

ness program is of an institution that has no on-campus 

housing, is publicly supported, and has an average 
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enrollment of between 1,000 to 4,999 students. The campus 

provides an on-campus resource for wellness educational 

materials in 69.9 per cent of the respondent institutions 

and will increase this service to 72.6 per cent by 1988. 

Students are the primary consumers of current wellness 

programs (69.9 per cent), and this consumerism will continue 

to increase (79.5 per cent by 1988). These data differ from 

most business and industry health promotion programs which 

are offered primarily for employees, not consumers (4, 8, 

16). Goldbeck and Kiefhaber (8) state that wellness programs 

are not a fad but are increasingly a part of the American 

lifestyle. This is confirmed by the respondents as also 

being true for junior and community colleges; by 1988 only 

17.8 per cent of the total respondents farsee not having 

campus wellness program. 

Program Participation in the Six 
Dimensions of Wellness 

Hettler (10) describes six areas of health promotion 

that incorporate every aspect of life. Other well-known 

advocates of wellness have outlined health promotion pro-

grams similar to Hettler1s, but none appear to be as 

comprehensive. Ardell (3) believes that a wellness life-

style should include self-responsibility, nutritional 

awareness, physical fitness, stress management, and environ-

mental sensitivity. Spirituality and occupational-

vocational areas are not mentioned specifically, but could 
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possibly be implied. Program participation in five of 

Hettler's six dimensions, except for the spiritual-ethics 

area, are predicted by the respondents to enjoy an increase. 

The spiritual dimension is predicted to decrease slightly 

by 1988. Even though this dimension was defined in the 

survey instrument, it is possible that the respondents did 

not understand what was meant by spiritual programming, 

thereby creating a problem of semantics rather than lack of 

interest. 

Program Participation for the Six Risk 
Factors to Good Health 

The overall percentage of current programs that are 

related to the risk factors, which are more illness-oriented, 

is greater than that of programs related to preventive 

measures (wellness). This implies that the respondents (or 

perhaps society—the consumers—by demand) are more medical-

illness oriented. The vast majority of wellness programs 

offered by major business institutions revolve around health 

problems that are caused by violating one of the risk factors 

(16). These programs are frequently called Employee Assis-

tance Programs (6). The implications of the data are that 

neither current nor future wellness programming reaches its 

maximum potential because society is still in the remedial 

mode. 
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Summarization of the Most Popular Program 
P r Activity from the Six Dimensions 

of Wellness 

The data from the respondents indicates that when 

they were given specific choices as to programming, a much 

more notable increase of participation was reported than 

when the dimensions alone were mentioned. This, again, 

implies that semantics might be a problem with the survey 

instrument. In the physical fitness and nutrition area, 

dancing, walking, and jogging currently are most frequently 

mentioned; by 1988 nutritional disorders education and physi-

cal assessments will experience large growth. Although all 

of these programs and activities could be directly related 

to a risk factor, they appear to be more preventive as a 

whole. The self-responsibility factor that Ardell (2) 

espouses is evident in these programming predictions. Even 

the spiritual-ethics dimension was reported by the respon-

dents as growing toward activities such as lifestyle assess-

ment and goal-setting workshops. 

All of the other programs or activities predicted to 

increase within the next five years are more preventive than 

remedial and foretell an exciting new era of both health 

care and self care. Both Ferguson (7) and Toffler (18) 

predict that we are on the beginning edge of a major change 

in our health care system in which people are learning to 

care for themselves. 
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The respondents predict that a number of new programs 

will be offered in the near future. Among these are motiva-

tion seminars, development of interpersonal skills, health 

care consumerism, medical self-care seminars, parenting 

skills, obesity control, smoking cessation, mind stimulation 

techniques, exercises for sedentary workers, and accident 

risk reduction. 

Leadership in Junior and Community College 
Wellness Programs 

The current wellness programs were conceived in either 

the student health center, the physical education department, 

or the student services division, according to the respon-

dents. Lovett (11) was an early promoter of wellness pro-

grams through the health center, but he indicated that the 

name should be changed to Wellness Resource Center to combat 

the stigma of illness-care-only at the health center. The 

current trend is for established wellness programs to move 

toward the physical education department or a designated 

individual in that area for sponsorship and leadership. 

According to Chapman and McLaughlin (5), the good health 

orientation and assertive leaders attract wellness program 

participants. 

Cost^Awareness and Incentives in Junior and 
Community College Wellness Programs 

The respondents indicated that cost awareness is very 

important. However, due to the newness of such programs, 
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few formal cost effective studies have been completed (4, 

14). Few respondents currently engage in serious cost 

accounting, but they predict that this will change drasti-

cally by 1988. A notable 19.2 per cent of the respondents 

indicated that no cost studies were being done. These data 

may reflect, in part, the fact that 15.1 per cent of the 

institutions receive no funding for their wellness programs; 

everything is handled either on a volunteer basis or from 

contingency funds. Currently, those that do receive funding 

(64.4 per cent) receive it through college operating funds. 

As this source decreases (63 per cent by 1988), the business 

world is predicted to provide corporate funding and private 

grants to supplement the cost of college wellness programs. 

The principal of disintermediation, as stated by Hawken (9), 

may be an impetus to promote the idea of companies sharing 

some of their profits with the educational world. 

Many college administrators, lacking vision, feel that 

junior college wellness programs are "frills," as stated by 

one respondent. Outside funding may be the only way for 

many programs to survive. Even the current practice of 

awarding tee—shirts and trophies as incentives for partici-

pation is on the decline. By 1988, respondents predict that 

academic credit or promotion may be used as incentives 

partly because they do not require any immediate funding. 
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Summarization of Open-End Questions 

Respondents consistently reported that their most 

successful wellness programs are related to physical fit-

ness, health promotion or wellness assessment, and nutrition 

and weight control. These categories parallel successful 

programs in the business and industry area for the last 

decade (14). The Framingham Study (13) and the original 

Health Hazard Appraisal indicate that these areas have been 

among the most important and popular since the beginning of 

the self-care movement in America (15). 

The respondents described major barriers that currently 

hinder the development of successful wellness programs; 

inadequate funding, inadequate staffing, and apathy from all 

involved are the most frequently mentioned. The latter 

barrier could result from the first two barriers mentioned 

m relation to the participants in wellness programs. How-

ever, when the respondents were asked for further comments 

regarding current and future health promotion on campus, 

they were generally very optimistic. In spite of the barriers, 

they predicted that such programs are here to stay. As 

Naisbitt (12) declares, the public no longer has total faith 

in the giant institutions of business, industry, hospitals, 

and even the educational system, to protect them from the 

threats of war and disease. The wellness movement on junior 

and community college campuses is part of the national 

phenomenon of medical self-care and self-responsibility (2, 3, 

7) . 
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Conclusions 

The following conclusions are based on the analyses and 

interpretation of data gathered for this study. 

1. The concept of wellness (and, concomitantly, the 

programs that follow and promote its six dimensions) is not 

completely understood and consequently not fully accepted 

by college administrators in particular and society in 

general. 

2. The term wellness is a neologism. As such, the 

concept behind the term is generally misunderstood. In 

itself, it is possible that this fact could redound against 

the growth of the concept. 

3. If wellness programming were prevalent to the point 

that data findings could show actual benefits to student 

participants, the need for the business community to have 

in-house, after-the-fact assistance programs should decrease 

these students become employees. 

4. If the benefits of wellness programming could be 

proven to the business community, funding for campus wellness 

programs should increase from the business community. Employ-

ers will have recognized that wellness programs are even more 

cost beneficial to companies than assistance programs. Their 

future wellness-oriented employees will not need remedial 

health promotion programs. 

5. The problem of respondent apathy toward wellness 

programming appears to be partly a result of the youthful 
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consumer attitude of "it can't happen to me." in the long 

run, however, consumers after-the-fact risk-factor health 

programming will publicize and promote the wellness concept 

through their change of attitude toward "if I'd only-

realized. . . . " 

Recommendations 

The following recommendations pertain to the enhancement 

of junior and community college wellness programs and to any 

future studies to be made in this area. 

1. This study should be repeated in 1988 using the same 

sample population. 

2. This study should be repeated in 1988 using a variety 

of administrators, faculty, and students as the population. 

3. A comparison study of Hettler's Six Dimensions of 

Wellness (10) with the six risk factors to good health would 

yield information regarding holistic medicine versus tradi-

tional medical approaches. 

4. An investigation should be made of possible funding 

sources for campus wellness programs and the information 

provided to the appropriate persons or professional organi-

zations . 

5. All health professionals, college administrators, 

faculty, and students should be encouraged toward both self-

responsibility in health care and personal wellness life-

styles so that Toffler's (18) third wave of health care can 

be realized. 
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54481 university of wisconsin/stevens point • stevens point, Wisconsin 

A p p e n d i x A 

January 28, 1983 

Paula Vastine,R.N., M.Ed. 

Director/Student Services 

Tarrant County Junior College District 

Northeast Campus 

828 Harwood Road 

Hurst TX 76053 

Dear Paula: 

Well, I'm excited that you are moving on with your project! Yes you can 

have permission to use the hexagon and enclosed is a betted copy'that you 

inventor^ ^ i 1 d ° k n ° W ° f * n y 8°° d a s s essments as to wellness 
w ! n r e S

 f °
T e v a l u a t i n 8 a school, although I have a lot of ideas about 

whatyk.nds of things might be included. I'll j u s t l i s t s o m e 

Are there program offerings in the six dimensions of wellness? 

^ e responsibiltv6/ ^ P e ; S ° n n e l w h o h a v e their job descriptions 
tivities? Provide or coordinate the various wellness ac-

D o e s t h e university or college use some method of assessment that gives 

the individual student an opportunity to measure their various wellness 

dimensions and compare their results with other students? 

l L l h e l e a r e f e r r r a l s y s t e m that students interested in learning 
about various wellness topics can be referred to those opportunities^ 

Does the mission statement of the university or some component of the 

university address the issue of wellness or health promotion? 

Is there an annual budget for health promotion materials that will assist 

g eater disemmation of the concept of health promotion or wellness? 

wonlH h " S O m e ° f i d e a s * ^ i n answer to your last question yes I 
e willing to review your instrument when it is done. 

Thank you very much for keeping me up to date as to your activities. 

Sincerely Yours, 

Jill Hettler, M.D. 

Director, UWSP 

Health Services 

BH/jb 

University Health Service and Lifestyle Improvement Program • (jn) 346-4646 
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Appendix B 

Panel of Experts for the Survey of Wellness Programs 
for the Junior and Community Colleges 

1. Bill Hettler, M.D., Director of the University Health 
Service and Lifestyle Improvement Program, Univer-
sity of Wisconsin, Stevens Point, Wisconsin. 

2. Joe B. Rushing, Ph.D., Chancellor of Tarrant County 
Junior College District, Fort Worth, Texas. 

3. Richard B. Shaara, M.D., Director of the University 
Health Service, University of Florida, Gainsville, 
Florida. ' 

4. Judson E. Hair, M.D., Director of the Redfern Health 
Center, Clemson University, Clemson, South Carolina, 

5. E. D. Lovett, M.D., Publisher of the Community College 
Newsletter, 49 Showers Drive-409, Mountain View, 
California. 

6. James Dilley, Executive Director of the American College 
Health Association, Rockville, Maryland. 

7. J. Lawrence Manuel, M.D., Director of University Health 
Service, New York University, New York, New York. 

8. Collingwood, Thomas R., Ph.D., Director of Continuing 
Education and Consultation, Institute for Aerobics 
Research, Dallas, Texas. 
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Appendix C 

Dear Colleague: 

Enclosed you wil l f ind a copy of the Survey of Wellness Proarams in 
Jun,or/Community Colleges in the United S t a t L . Tho " 
nat ion-wide survey are to learn the cur ren t status of weHnessproqSms in 
two-year colleges and to gain your opinions r e g a r d i n g theTr f u tu re 
d i rect ions. Your assistance wil l be great ly appreciated Please use acad#»mir 
years for your answers ( e . g . . Fall 1982 - Fall 1983) academ.c 

For the ^purpose of th is project , the terms "Wellness" and "Health 
Th rough" h ^ h o f t e n , u s ? d synonymously. They refer to "an act ive process 

# r • P e o P , e become aware of and make choices toward a more 

descr be w e H n e s s " His S- " t " " t h e ' ° ~ 9 ° i n g d Y f t i L r * aescrioe wellness. His Six Dimensions of Wellness form the basis for 
numerous survey items. The dimensions include: (1) fiTness nu t r i t ion 
( 2 ) sp i r i tua l values, eth ics; ( 3 ) emotional; («) f a m i l y « m U „ ' i t v S ' 
environmental; (5) intel lectual ; and (6) occupational, vocational! 

IJt?.r ,? . ! r fe S t l 0 n n a i r e h a s b e e n c o d e d t 0 P e r m ' t a fo l low-up on forms not 
tu rned your responses wil l remain completely anonymous. The results will 

i d ^ . T f ^ a . c ° " e c t i v e , a s h l 0 ^ part ic ipant wil l be specifically 
ident i f ied in reports that stem from this research e f fo r t . 

A postage-paid envelope has been enclosed for your convenience Thi* 
project !s conducted as part of the requirements for the Ph.D deqree from 
Nor th Texas State Un ive rs i t y . You are encouraged to note on ' t he s u ^ e v T f 
you would l ike to receive a copy of the resul ts . survey i f 

Sincerely, 

Paula Vastine, B . S . , M .Ed . , R . N . , F .N.P. 
Director /Student Services 

PMYSCAL 
RTNESS 

Nl/TRmON 

SOCIAL 
fam V̂ 

OOMMUMTY 
BW»K)NMFNTAL 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^ 

The Executive Director of the American * 
College Health Association has * 
recognized the potential signif icance of * 
this study by of f ic ia l ly endorsing the * 
conduct of the project . * 

* 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 



Part I . 

1 
(1 - <0 

, ^ S U R V E Y 0 F WELLNESS PROGRAMS IN ill 
JUNIOR/COMMUNITY COLLECES IN THE UNITED STATES* 

General Information Regarding Wellness and Health Promotion 

B 

1983 

Yes ^ No ^ Yes 

1988 

No 
(5) (6) 

To what extent does your campus offer health prorrotion as 
wellness programs in the following areas, and to what extent 
do you anticipate that your campus will offer these programs? 
For each item, please circle the appropriate program participant 
numbers to indicate first the extent to which your college currently 
offers related programs and second, the extent to which you feel 
it will offer such programs in 1988. 

1. Physical Fitness/Nutrition— (Program 
that measures the degree to which one 
maintains cardiovascular flexibility 
and strength. Measures the degree 
to which one chooses foods that are 
consistent with the dietary goals of 
the United States as reported by the 
Senate Select Committee on Nutrition.) 

1983 
1988 

COMMENTS 

± (7) 
4 (8) 

Emotional (Programs that measure 
the degree to which one has an aware-
ness and acceptance of one's feelings. 
This includes the degree to which one 
feels positive and enthusiastic about 
oneself and life. It measures the 
capacity to appropriately control one's 
feelings and related behavior, including 
the realistic assessment of one's 
limitations.) 

1983 
1988 

COMMENTS 

JL 
4(10) 

*Please disregard the numbers in parentheses. They are for computer usage ONLY. 

(1) 
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3. Social, Environmental , Family, and 
Community—(Programs that measure 
the degree to which one cont r ibutes 
to the common welfare of one's 
community. Th is emphasizes the 
interdependence wi th others and 
w i th na tu re . ) 

1983 
1988 

COMMENTS 

(11) 
(12) 

4. Intel lectual—(Programs that measure 
the degree to which one engages his 
or her mind in creat ive, st imulat ing 
mental ac t iv i t ies . An intel lectual ly 
well person uses the resources 
available to expand his or her know-
ledge in improved sk i l l s , along wi th 
expanding potent ial for shar ing wi th 
o thers . Refers to ext ra cu r r i cu la r 
development.) 

1983 
f988~ 

COMMENTS 

Jt 
U 

(13) 
(11) 

5. Occupational/Vocat ional—(Programs 
that measure the satisfact ion gained 
from one's work and the degree to 
which one is enr iched by that w o r k . ) 

1983 
T988 

COMMENTS 

JL 
H 

(15) 
(16) 

6. 1983 Sp i r i tua l Values/Ethics—(Programs 
that measure one's ongoing involvement H)88 
in seeking meaning and purpose in 
hliman li ! I i 

1 
(17) 
(18) 

human existence. I t includes a 
deep appreciat ion for the depth 
and expanse of l i fe and natura l 
forces that exist in the un iverse . ) 

COMMENTS 

(2) 



1X3 

t h ^ fnTi°Ur- e x , s t ' . n 9 a . n d w i " y ° u r fu ture wellness program address 
the following major r isk factos to health? aaaress 

1983 1988 
1. Improper nutr i t ion Y e s J _ No_2_ Y e s J _ No_2_ ( , 9 - 3 0 ) 

2* ° b e s i t y Yes_LNo_2_ YesJ_No_2_ 

3. Smoking Yes No 2 Yes _1_ No_2_ 

4. Alcohol /chemical abuse Yes 1 No 2 Y e s J _ N o 2 

5. Lack of exercise YesJ_No_2_ Yes_1_No_2_ 

6 ' ? ^ P T l e . n S ! ? n Y e s 1 N o 2 Yes 1 No 2 (h igh blood pressure) 

7. Other 
Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 (31-32) 

~ J o f p r ° 9 r a r n s a r e offered within the scope of wellness 
or health promotion. Please check the appropriate response to 
indicate whether or not each of the following programs cur rent ly 
exist and whether each is expected to exist in 1988. 

1. Physical Fitness 
Nutr i t ion Programs: 

a ' J ° " ' n 9 YesJ_No_2_ Yes_l_No_2_ (33-56) 

b . Racquetball YesJ_No_2_ Y e s _ l _ N o J _ 

c ' W a l k i n 9 YesJ_No_2_ Y e s J _ NoJ__ 

d. Dancing (e.g. aerobic. Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 
square, disco, fo lk , — 
country western) 

e. Swimming Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

f . Soccer Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

g . Nutr i t ion disorders Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 
education 

h . High qual i ty nut r i t ion Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

i . Physical assessment Y e s J _ N o 2 Yes 1 No 2 

j . O t h e r - Please specify: Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

2. Spir i tual Values/Ethics Programs: 

a. Spir i tual health programs, Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 
workshops, seminars 

b . Value clarif ication seminars Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

(3) 
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c . L i f e - s t y l e assessment Y e s J ^ Y e s J J R ^ ( 5 7 _ 8 0 ) 

d . Coal se t t i ng workshops Yes J _ No_2_ Yes J _ No 2 

e. Re l ig ious ly -o r ien ted Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 
s tuden t organizat ions -=— 

f . Discussion g roups on the Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 
theor ies of creat ion " °_£_ 

9 ' Y ° g a Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

h . Medi tat ion g roups Yes_1_ No_2_ Yes_1_ No_2_ 

i . Discussion g roups on the Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No i 
h i s t o r y o f re l ig ions 

j . O ther - Please spec i f y : Y e s J _ No_2_ Y e s J _ No 2 

3. Emotional Programs: 

a. Personal counsel ing Yes J _ No_2_ Y e s J _ No 2 

b. C roup counsel ing Y e s J _ No_2_ Y e s N o 2 

c . Psychological tes t ing Yes J _ No_2_ Yes_1_ No 2 

d . Mot ivat ion seminars Yes_1_ No_2_ Y e s J _ No 2 

e. Cop ing sk i l l s s t ra tegies Yes_T_ No_2_ \ e s j _ No_2_ ° U P ^ | 

f . Developing in terpersona l Y e s J _ N o 2 Yes 1 No 2 ( 5 2 1 ) 

S r V l l l S ———. _____ -.in 

g . St ress reduc t ion Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 
techniques —— " ° _ i _ 

h . Sel f assessment and Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 
acceptance — 

i . Behav ior modi f icat ion Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

j . O ther - Please spec i f y : Y e s J _ N o _ 2 _ Y e s J _ N o 2 

Fami ly , Env i ronmenta l , Social 
Community Programs: 

a . Campus/communi ty Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 
co-ac t i v i t ies —̂— 

b . Vo lun teer serv ices programs Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

c . Health care consumerism Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

CO 
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d . Medical sel f -care seminars Yes 1 ~R5~2 Yes 1 1 ^ 2 (22-68) 

e. Parent ing ski l ls Y e s J _ No_2_ Yes_1_ No_2_ 

f . Retirement opt ions Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

g . Crime de te r ren t programs Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

h . Environmental awareness Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

i . A l te rnate l i festy le opt ions Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

j . Other - Please spec i fy : Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

5. Intel lectual Programs/Classes: 
(other than academic classroom 
o f fe r ings) 

a * C P R Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

b . F i r s t -a id Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

c . Smoking cessation Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

d . Obesi ty contro l Yes_1_ No_2_ Y e s J _ No_2_ 

e. Prevent ion of disease Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

Heimlich maneuver Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 
(chok ing control ) — 

g . Hypertension recognit ion Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

h . Benef i ts of exercise Yes_1_No_2_ Yes 1 No 2 

i . Mind st imulation techniques Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

j . Other - Please spec i fy : Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

6. Occupational/Vocational Programs: 

a. Resume' w r i t i ng Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

b . Accident r i sk reduct ion Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

c . Employee personal Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 
assistance programs 

d . Career counsel ing Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

e. Hobby/ le isure programs Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

f . Job enrichment programs Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

(5) 



g. Office etiquette V e s ^ N o ^ Y e s _ l _ N o f W 7 6 ) 

h. Moonlighting: Y e s , N o 2 Y e s , 
(advantages and disadvantages) •— 

i . Exercise programs Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 
for sedentary workers ~— - — 

j . Other - Please specify: YesJ_No_2_ YesJ_No_2_ 

E. In the space below, br ief ly list the three most successful (in terms 
of participant numbers, qual i ty , etc.) wellness programs offered 
on your campus. Use additional paper i f necessary 

— _ _ _ _ _ (77-79) 

F. What three major changes in wellness programming do you foresee 
occurring over the next five years? y u Toresee 

1. DUP 1-3 3 
__ 4 

— (5-7) 
2. 

3. 

Part I I . Management-related aspects of wellness programming 

A . For which constituencies on your campus are your wellness 
programs current ly offered? In 1988? (Please check all that apply.) 

1. Students 

2. Faculty 

3. Staff 

4. Community /non-credit 

5. Other - Please specify: 

(6) 

1983 1988 

(8-17) (1) (1) 

(1) (1) 

(1) (1) 

(1) (1) 

(1) (1) 
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B. Which of the following prompted the development of wellness 

programming on your campus or is expected to promote it in 
the future? (Check only one item for 1983 or one item for 1988.) 

1983 1988 
1. Student Health Director 

2. Mandate from a top 
administrator (Please specify 
administrator's title) 

3. Health/Physical Education 
department 

4. External influence from 

business/industry 

5. Student services division 

6. Employee personnel services 

7. Student Government 
Association 

8. Other - Please specify: 

(18-35) 

C. Is there a specific person or designated group responsible for 
managing wellness activities on campus presently? In 1988? 

1. 1983 1988 

Yes 1 No 2 Yes 1 No 2 

If yes, please specify the job classification and the primary 
characteristics which make the individual(s) qualified (or will 
make the individual qualified) in 1988. 

Job Classification: 1983 

198 8_ 

Characteristics: 1983 

1988 

(7) 
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D " who doevouUth^k PU?| W e l l n e " p r 0 9 r a m s sponsors currently and 

do you th ink wi l l sponsor them in 1988? (Check all that app ly . ) 

1983 1988 

1. Campus Health Center (1) (36-17) 

2. Physical Education Department 

3. Health Education Department 

4. Counseling Department 

5. Environmental Department 

6. Other 
Please spec i fy : 

E ' In 1988? W 8 r e n e S S i m p ° r t a n t t 0 y o u r w e l l " " s program presently? 

1 9 8 3 1988 

Y e s No Yes No 

F. 
(18-19) 

C. 

What steps have been taken to study the exDen^P nf h 0 , i t u 
present ly? In 1988? (Check any that apply ) Promotion 

^983 1988 

s t 0 u r d ias C 0 S I " e f f e C t i V e n e S s V e s N ° — V e s _ N o _ (50-6.) 

2. Comparisons of cost wi th Yes No Yes w n 
studies done by indus t ry 

3. Tabulat ion of expenditures Yes No Yes No 

I l t e r u s e 5 ' 3 ' 1 3 ' 1 " f ° r Y e S N o Y e s N o 

5 ' N o n e Yes No Yes No 

Other* Yoc %/ 
r*. Y e s No Yes No 
Please speci fy: 0 

t h e s o u r c e s o f E n d i n g for your wellness or health 
promotion programs ? (Check all that now apply and that are 
ant icipated in 1988.) H y a t a r e 

(8) 



H. 

1983 1988 

1. No funds available Y e s _ N o _ Y e s _ N o _ 

2 ' U s e r f e e s Yes No Yes No 

3. College operating funds Yes No Yes No 

4. Student service fees Yes No Yes No 

5. Public grant monies Yes No Yes No 

6. Private grant funds Yes No Yes No 

7* L ° a n S Yes No Yes No 

8. Corporate donations Yes No Yes No 

9. Other Yes No Yes No 
Please specify: 

Is there a specific center for educational materials or any 
educational referral source on your campus for persons interested 
in learning more about wellness topics presently? In 1988? 

1 9 8 3 1988 DUP1-3 4 
Y e s N o Yes No ^ ^ 

2* 'S ° r W h e r e W i " y o u r we, l r>ess materials be 
located on the campus? 

1983 l g 8 8 

P ° e * >
y ° u r . ' "s t ' tu t ion provide any of the following incentives 

fnrpnti f t f w e , , n e s s P ^ a m s ? Please check the 
bv 1988 / c h l r l r e nt°W ° f f e r e u a n d a r e e x P e c t e d ^ be offered by 1988. (Check options as they apply to your program.) 

1983 1988 

1. No incentives offered Yes No Yes No (7_2o) 

2. Monetary reward Yes No Yes No 

3. Promotions Yes No Yes No 

Improved grades Yes No Yes No 

5. Extra academic credit Yes No Yes No 

6. Gifts, (teeshirts, trophies. Yes No Yes No 
etc.) 

7. Other yes No Yes No 
Please specify: 

(9) 



J. 
wellness* o r M r a m ? m a j ° r b a r r i e r s t 0 developing successful 
In 1988? y 0 u r c a m P u s ? Will they be barr iers 

Barr ier 

1. 

2. 

3. 

1983 

Anticipated 

1988 

120 

Part I I I . Inst i tut ional Characteristics 

A . Is your inst i tu t ion: 

1. Public 2. Private 

B. 

D. 

What is your cu r ren t : 

1. Headcount enrollment. Spr ing 1983 

2. Full-t ime equivalent (FTE= 12 hours or more) 

3. Non-credit enrollment 

hous ing? 0 6 " 1 3 9 6 ° f Y ° U r i n s t i t u t i o n ' s students l ive in campus 

Do you have additional comments you would like to of fer relative 
to wellness/health promotion: relative 

Presently : 

(21) 

(22-26) 

(27-31) 

(32-36) 

(37-38) 

2. 

3. 

(10) 



In the future: 
121 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Thank you for your assistance and cooperation. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

* Please return your completed survey to Paula 
* Vastine, 7609 Springcreek Ct . , Fort Worth, 
* TX 76112 by December 10, 1983. 

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

11/8/83 

( i d 
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Appendix D 

Survey o f Programs in Junior/Community 
Colleges in the United States 

QUESTION I. E. 

NUMBER 

001 

002 

003 

004 

005 

006 

007 

008 

009 

In the space below, briefly list the three 
most successful (in terms of participant 
numbers, quality, etc.) wellness ptolr^s 
offered on your campus. Programs 

ANSWER 

1. CPR 
2. Stress Reduction 
3. Weight Watchers 

2, 
3. 

2 , 

3, 

1. 
2. 
3. 

1, 
2 . 
3. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

Physical Fitness for Employees (35 
people) 

Women's Health Care (60 women) 
Smoking Cessation (15 people) 

Breast Self-Examination (on-going, on 
regular basis) 

Multi-media First-Aid Instruction 
ypertension screening & programs on 
on-going basis 

No comment 
No comment 
No comment 

1. No comment 
2. No comment 
3. No comment 

Cessation of smoking 
Weight control 
Blood pressure monitoring 

No comment 
No comment 
No comment 

No comment 
No comment 
No comment 

We do not have any organized Wellness 
Programs. 
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ANSWER 

!• Jogging 

NUMBER 

Oil 

012 

013 

014 

016 

019 

2* Physical Pit- ^ A 1 1 o f f e r e d through 
3 n S ™ S fatness credit & non-credit 

Dance Classes classes) 

1. Stress Management 
2. Scheduling time 
3. Holistic Health 

1. Exercise (Aerobics) 
2. Nutrition 
3. Weight Control 

1. Career Counseling 
2. Religious Oriented Student Progress 
3. Parenting y 

1. Cardiorespiratory Development 
2. Weight control 
3. Hypertension 

1- No comment 
2. No comment 
3. No comment 

!• Stress Management 
2. Self-care 
3. Exercise 

Aerobic Dance 
2. Jogging 
3. Weight Training 

018 x. 
Women's Support Services (Widowed, 

0
 D l^°f c e d' Displaced Homemakers, etc.) 
2. Alcohol Abuse (Prevention) 
3. No comment 

1. Jogging (Weight Lifting) 
2« Stress management 
3. Hypertension checks 

020 ! . 
0 Structured noon exercise program 
2. Weight Control & Nutrition 
. Multitude of intellectually stimulating 

activities & programs 

1* LVN Program 
2. P.E. Classes 
3. Home Economic Classes 
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NUMBER 

022 

023 

024 

025 

026 

027 

028 

029 

030 

1. 

2. 

3. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

ANSWER 

Recreation - Physical Fitness (High 
quality; several thousand people a 
year) * * 

CPR (High quality; several thousand 
people yearly) 

Emotional Programs (several thousand 
people yearly) 

1. Nutrition education vs. Junk Food-itis 
Health Risk Factor screenina 

3. Male Sexuality 

1. Wellness Assessment 
2. Recreational (Gym night) 
3. Walking 

Wellness Seminar "Planning For Well-
ness," Dr. Don Ardell 

Wellness Month (including programs on 
Nutrition, Exercise 

and Sexuality 

Aerobic Dance 
Yoga 
Holistic Health articles 

courses 
- short 

Aerobicise (Men and Women) 
Exercise room (Nautilis type) 
Natatorium ? (swimming) 
Jogging 

1. Health Awareness Week 
2. No comment 
3. No comment 

(This is not a 
formal program 
but does bring 
attention to the 
importance of 
good health) 

No comment 
No comment 
No comment 

Physical Fitness Program (service) 
Emotional Program (counseling) 
Intellectual Program (hypertension 

screening) 



number 

031 

032 

033 

034 

036 

038 

039 

040 

041 

125 

ANSWER 

1. Blood Pressure Awareness 
2. Health Fair 
3. Hearing Problems 

1. Nutrition 
2. "Toma" ? (drugs) 
3. "The Week-end Athlete" 

1- Career Counselinq 
2. CPR 
3. Hobby/Leisure Programs 

1. "None to my knowledge at present due 
to stringent budgetary cuts in Cali-
fornia Community Colleges" 

0 3 5 1. Health Fair 
2. Cold Self-care Unit 
3. Assertiveness Training 

1. Alcohol Awareness - "How to Plan a 
Party With Alternate Beveraaes" 

PMS Workshop - self Help GroSp 
Screenings - Pulmonary Function, Hema-
torits, and Hearing and Vision 

2. 
3. 

1. Health ? ( p . e. course) 
2. Career Counseling 
3. Health Services 

1. 10 lb. Club - weight reduction, weekly 
weigh-in and incentives 

P h ^ ^ ° a l A s s e s s ments - blood tests 
HRA, Personal Counseling 

3. No comment 

1. Exercise class 
2. Softball Tournament 
3. Volleyball Tournament 

1. Hypertension Detection 
2. Stop Smoking 
3. Exercise/Fitness 

1. Exercise Program 
2. First Aid 
3. Hypertension Recognition 
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NUMBER ANSWER 

042 1. "Great American Smokeout" in November 
this year 

2. Heart Disease Program - Feb. 14th 
3. Alcohol & Drug Abuse Program 

043 1. Self-care Center 
2. Relaxation Room 
3. Health Fair 

044 1. Weight Control & Reduction (Behavior 
Mod.) 

2. Rape Prevention 
3. CPR 

045 1. CPR 
2. Stress Reduction 
3. No comment 

046 1. Blood Pressure 
2. CPR 
3. Women's Health Issues Seminar 

047 1. Pro-Health Services 
2. Nutrition 
3. Dieting with proper nutrition 

048 1. Personal Health & Exercise 
2. Crime Prevention 
3. First Aid & Safety 

049 1. No comment 
2. No comment 
3. No comment 

050 1. Exercise 
2. Hypertension Screening 
3. Nutrition Awareness 

051 1. Alcohol & Drug Awareness 
2. Healthwatch - Monthly programs to 

promote 
3. Medical Consumerism 

052 1. Relaxation Techniques 
2. Hypertension 
3. Exercise Program for sedentary workers 
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NUMBER ANSWER 

053 1. Stress Management Techniques 
2. Hypertension - What it means & how to 

deal with it 
3. Nutrition - Fads & Facts 

054 1. Health Fair 
2. Blood Pressure Screening 
3. Employee Fitness Day 

055 1. No comment 
2. No comment 
3. No comment 

056 1. No comment 
2. No comment 
3. No comment 

057 1. Fitness concepts (Health, P.E. Dept.) 
2. Annual Health Fair 
3. Pac ? Course 

058 1. Health Fairs 
2. Weight Control 
3. Primary Care 

059 "Just starting - survey, etc." 

060 1. MLT Blood Analysis 
2. Aerobics 
3. Racquet Ball 

061 1. Wellness Week - Lectures, etc. 
2. Stress 
3. Fun Run & Runners 

062 1. Personal Fitness - individualized 
programs 

2. Stress Reduction programs 
3. Substance Abuse Related Programs 

063 No answer 

064 No answer 

065 1. M.D. Lecture Series 
2. Food for Thought - Wellness Lecture 

Series 
3. Wellness Health Fair 
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NUMBER ANSWER 

066 1. Stress Reduction Workshop 
2. Nutritional - Illnesses 
3. CPR 

067 1. Informal Wellness Program 
2. Walking & Jogging Programs 
3. Medical Self-Care Workshop 

068 1. Self-care Center for Colds-Cuts-Skin 
Problems-Acne, etc. 

2. Aerobics/Jazzersize/Exercise/Spa 
3. Cancer Detection and Prevention -

Physical Assessment 

069 1. Exercise 
2. Walking/Jogging 
3. Swimming 

070 1. Wellness Week (Full week of mini-
workshops) 

2. CPR 
3. Aerobic Exercise Classes 

071 1. Alcohol Awareness Program 
2. Weight Control Program 
3. No answer 

072 1. Hypertension Recognition 
2. Exercise program 
3. First Aid/CPR 
4. Human Potential 

073 1. Low Calorie Cooking 
2. Eye Care 
3. Hypertension 
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Survey of Wellness Programs in Junior/Community 
Colleges in the United States 

QUESTION I. F, 

NUMBER 

001 

002 

003 

004 

005 

006 

007 

008 

009 

010 

What three major changes in wellness pro-
gramming do you foresee occurring over the 
next five years? 

ANSWER 

No answer 

1. 
2. 

3. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

More formal/organized 
Seasonal, i.e., jogging/exercise in 

spring; weight control in winter 
Involving students as peer health 
educators 

Better programs on sedentary exercise 
programs dealing with elimination 
of stress 

Nutrition pertaining to prevention of 
obesity & hypertension 

Aerobic programs for the elderly as 
well as other exercises pertaining 
to general health & disease preven-
tion for the elderly 

No answer 

"Probably very little change due to budget 
limitations" 

1. Increased number of health prevention 
workshops and seminars 

2. Health Fairs 

3. Exercise Seminars 

No answer 

No answer 
"Anything we do will be a change" 

1. A move more toward self-care 
2. Increased awareness in personal 

counseling 
3. Career/Vocational Counseling 
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NUMBER ANSWER 

O H 1. Employee assistance 
2. Increased Health Maintenance Programs 
3. Better (Budgeted) Wellness Programs 

012 1. More emphasis on self-care 
2. More emphasis on Health Education & 

less on Fitness 
3. Greater use of computer programs 

013 1. Move toward providing more programs 
for faculty & staff 

2. Expand Career Counseling 
3. Introduce more programs relating to 

health 

014 1. More comprehensive involvement by 
faculty, administration, and 
community 

2. More emphasis upon diagnostic testing 
3. No answer 

015 No answer 

016 1. Greater participation by both staff 
& students 

2. No answer 
3. No answer 

017 l. More classes 
2. Better times to participate 
3. More equipment 

0 X 8 1. More emphasis on Christian Faith and 
Lifestyle as wellness programs 

2. No answer 
3. No answer 

019 "Impossible to project because of 
questionable financial support by 
college." 

020 1. More emphasis on self-care 
2. Alternate health insurance options 
3. Continued interest in exercise benefits 

021 None 
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NUMBER ANSWER 

022 "We do not contemplate establishing a 
'wellness program.' We will continue 
to upgrade and ? then those elements 
listed above on a program by program 
basis." 

02 3 1. Implementation of more physical fitness 
exercise programs 

2. More interest in self-care and self-
abuse, e.g., smoking & drinking 

3. More participation in the above 

024 1. More encouragement to participate 
2. No answer 
3. No answer 

025 1. Making wellness programming an on-going 
thing available during whole semester 

2. Creating opportunities for increased 
student & staff involvement 

026 "Depends on staffing & funding" 

027 1. The local hospital is initiating a 
total physical assessment program 
including treadmill stress tests. 

2. South Plains College in partnership is 
developing a remediation & fitness 
program to tie in with the hospital. 

3. Plans are underway to adopt the Life-
style Assessment Questionnaire 
developed at University of Wisconsin, 
Stevens Point, as a third phase to 
our wellness program. 

028 1. More attention given to Stress Reduction 
2. Greater emphasis on recreational 

pursuits 
3. No answer 

029 No answer 

030 1. An increase in participation as more 
people become aware of the value to 
them 

2. Expanding ? program to accommodate ? ? 
(time schedules) 

3. Possibly adding additional program due 
to public awareness 
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NUMBER ANSWER 

031 1. Enlarge programs 
2. More combined programs 
3. No answer 

0 3 2 1. Awareness of need; more dollars allowed 
in budget 

2. Different departments pooling resources 
3. No answer 

0 3 3 Overall awareness of wellness programs 
2. Increased nutritional programs 
3. Increased emotional programs 

"See above" . . . "None to my knowledge 
at present due to stringent budgetary 
cuts in California Community College." 

0 3 5 !• More consumer awareness in health needs 
and treatments 

2. Peer groups, i.e., Diabetic eating 
disorders 

3. Dental care 

036 No answer 

037 1. Employee involvement 
2. Student ? workshops 
3. Leisure time activity training 

058 1. Program development for consistency of 
content 

2. Integration of computer (interactive 
programs) 

3. Extension from Employee Wellness to 
marketing to business and community 
groups 

059 1. Involving students in a comprehensive 
program 

2. Increasing in focus 
3. Employee assistant programs 

0 4 0 !• Integration of progress with academic 
studies 

2. Administrative financial support 
3. Personnel support (staffing). At 

present there is none. 
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NUMBER ANSWER 

0 4 1 "A survey will be done at the beginning 
of next semester to determine needs 
and/or desires of people in all areas." 

0 4 2 !• More physical fitness programs on cam-
pus for faculty/staff 

2. Weight reduction programs set up on a 
larger scale for students 

3. Eating disorder, alcohol and drug abuse 
on a larger scale to reach more 
people 

0 4 3 !• Increase in self-care activities 
2. Stronger networking with all areas on 

campus. Currently it is strong 
between Health Ed. & P.E. 

3. Implementation of a faculty/staff fit-
ness and wellness program. 

0 4 4 !• Increased cooperation with outside 
agencies 

2. Increased support from college adminis-
tration 

3. Average age of student becoming older 

0 4 5 !• A coordinated effort to set up a well-
ness program 

2. Increased interest and offerings on 
behalf of the staff 

3. Hopefully financial support from the 
college 

046 1. More programs of all types 
2. Coordination of Wellness programs and 

assessment with other campus depts. 
3. No answer 

047 1. Additional in-house programs 
2. More emphasis from administration 
3. On campus diagnostic procedures 

048 No answer 

049 No answer 

0^0 1. Continued stress management 
2. Reaching more enlightened students 
3. Cooperative approaches in planning and 

implementing 
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NUMBER ANSWER 

0 5 1 !• Enlarging to involve more of the college 
community in healthwatch programs 

2. Getting more into exercise programs 
3. No answer 

0 5 2 !• Programs on alcohol abuse would be 
popular now; haven't been in the past. 

2. More of student and employee population 
concerned about wellness 

3. Improved self dental care, i.e., self-
flossing daily 

1. On going assessment programs using 
Health Risk Appraisal computer 
programs 

2. Occupational health programs relative 
to job demands, hazards, etc. 

3. Employee assistance programs and 
retirement preparatory programs 

0 5 4 !• More interest and development of new 
programs 

2. Employee recognizing benefits 
3. No answer 

055 No answer 

"We do not have a wellness program and 
at present the administration is not 
supportive of starting this—due to the 
cost." 

0 5 7 !• Increased use of computerization 
2. Increased awareness on pars ? of con-

sumer of need for this type of 
programming 

3. Increased attention to wellness given 
by medical field 

058 No answer 

059 No answer 

060 1. A special wellness week for campus and 
community 

2. An increase emphasis on health related 
programs 

3. A more positive attitude toward health 
and less emphasis on illness 
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NUMBER ANSWER 

061 1. More on emotional stability; loneliness, 
depression, self-esteem, etc. 

2. Coordinate with community hospital 
health educator and recreational 
sports director 

3. Get involved with physical assessment 
and exercise prescription for college 
faculty, administration, and staff 

062 1. Increased emphasis and funding for 
those purposes 

2. Possible requirement of health/fitness 
course 

3. More programming in the community 

063 No answer 

064 No answer 

065 1. Consolidation of health counseling 
services 

2. A health fitness center 
3. Increased personnel to provide above 

services 

066 1. More involvement of students in plan-
ning. 

2. Mandated involvement of staff in 
accident prevention 

3. Mandated involvement of staff in first 
aid and CPR 

067 "At this point in time, we are at the 
elementary stages of development of a 
wellness program." 

068 1. Eating disorder information, education, 
and support groups to prevent exacer-
bation of the problem and physical 
impairment 

2. Accupressure used to reduce pain and 
discomfort instead of drug use 

3. Stress reduction through support groups 
and mind control and use of exercise 
modalities ?. 

069 1. Consumerism 
2. Retirement seminars 
3. No answer 
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NUMBER ANSWER 

0 7 0 !• 1 believe each year will see the 
variety of programs increasing into 
areas previously not reached. 

2. I see the Student Senate Program Board 
developing wellness programs in 
cooperation with Health services. 

3. I hope a program on obesity control 
will be implemented which will have 
a more lasting effect than other 
previous programs. 

071 No answer 

0 7 2 1- M o r e emphasis on behavior modification 
2. Health care consumerism 
3. More volunteer services 

0 7 3 !• Greater participation 
2. Wider variety of programs 
3. More support from administrators 
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Colleges in the United States 

QUESTION II. 

C. 

NUMBER 

MANAGEMENT RELATED ASPECTS OF WELLNESS 
PROGRAMMING 

IS THERE A SPECIFIC PERSON OR DESIGNATED GROUP 
RESPONSIBLE FOR MANAGING WELLNESS ACTIVITIES 
ON CAMPUS PRESENTLY? IN 1988? 

1983 1988 

Yes No Yes No 

JOB CLASSIFICATION: 

CHARACTERISTICS: 

1983 
1988 
1983 
1988 

IF YES, PLEASE 
SPECIFY THE JOB 
CLASSIFICATION AND 
THE PRIMARY CHARAC-
TERISTICS WHICH 
MAKE THE INDIVID-
UAL (S) QUALIFIED 
(OR WILL MAKE THE 
INDIVIDUAL QUALI-
FIED) IN 1988. 

001 

002 

No answer 

No - 2 Yes - 1 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 1988 

CHARACTERISTICS: 1988 

003 Yes - 1 Yes - 1 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 1983 

CHARACTERISTICS: 1983 

004 

005 

No answer 

No - 2 
No other answer 

No - 2 

Director of Health 
Services 
More centralized 
control since Health 
Services is so geo-
graphically located 
and available more 
hours of the day. 

Director, Health & 
Leisure, sports 
Innovative, inter-
ested in promoting 
good health and 
wellness. 
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NUMBER 

006 

1983 1988 

007 

008 

009 

010 

Oil 

012 

013 

014 

Yes - 1 Yes - 1 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 

CHARACTERISTICS: 

1983 
1988 
1983 

1988 

No answer 

No - 2 
No other answer 

No - 2 
No other answer 

Yes - 1 Yes - 1 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 

CHARACTERISTICS 

CHARACTERISTICS 

Yes - 1 Yes 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 

CHARACTERISTICS: 

Yes - 1 Yes 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 

CHARACTERISTICS: 

No - 2 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 

CHARACTERISTICS: 

- 1 

- 1 

1983 

1988 

1983 
1988 
1983 

1988 

1983 
1988 
1983 

No - 2 
1983 

1983 

1988 

Director of Health 
Same 
Knowledge of 
health & nutrition 
Same 

No - 2 

No - 2 

1983 
1988 

1983 

1988 

Yes - 1 No answer 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 1983 

Athletic Director 
Health Services 
Director 
Physical Education 
Major 
Mental & Physical 
Health Theory Base 

Health Care Coun-
selor 
R.N., N.P., M.Ed., 
C.A.S.S. 
Health Educator 

Dir. Health Services 
Dir. Health Services 
R.N., M.A. (Health 
Ed.) 
Same 

Dir. of Athletics ? 

Health & Physical 
Ed. experience 

Chairman, Div. of 
HPER 
Background in 
exercise physiology 
Same 
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NUMBER 

015 

1983 1988 

016 

017 

018 

019 

020 

021 

022 

023 

024 

No - 2 Yes - 1 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 

CHARACTERISTICS: 

No - 2 
No other information 

Yes - 1 

JOB CLASSIFICATION: 

CHARACTERISTICS: 

No - 2 
No other information 

1988 

No - 2 

1983 
1988 
1983 

1988 

No - 2 

Yes ~ 1 Not listed 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 1983 

No other information 

Yes - 1 Yes - 1 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 1983 

CHARACTERISTICS: 

No - 2 
No other information 

No answer 

Yes - 1 Yes -
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 

CHARACTERISTICS 

1988 
1983 

No - 2 

1983 

1988 

1983 

1988 

No - 2 Yes - 1 
JOB CLASSIFICATION 1983 
No other information 

Dept. Chair., P.E./ 
Ath. 
None listed 

Faculty 
Faculty 
Exercise physi-
ologist 
Same 

Director of Health 
Services 

P.E. Div. Chair 
and Dean 
Same 
Health and P.E. 
academic prepara-
tion ? 

Health Services 
Manager 
Health Services 
Director 
Wellness as prime 
objective 
Same 

Personnel Director 
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NUMBER 

025 

1983 1988 

026 

027 

028 

029 

030 

031 

032 

033 

Yes - 1 Yes - 1 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 1983 

1988 
No other information 

No - 2 Yes - 1 
No other information 

No - 2 Yes - 1 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 1983 

1988 

CHARACTERISTICS: 1983 
1988 

No - 2 Yes 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 

CHARACTERISTICS: 

No information 

No - 2 
No other information 

No information 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 

No other information 

No - 2 
No other information 

- 1 
1983 
1988 
1983 
1988 

No - 2 

1983 

No - 2 

No - 2 Yes - 1 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 1983 

1988 

CHARACTERISTICS: 1983 
1988 

Professional/ 
Managerial— 
Registered Nurse 
Same 

No answer 
Director of Campus 
Wellness 
No answer 
M.S.—Major in 
Physiology of 
Exercise and/or 
Sports Medicine 

Dean of Students 
Same 
No information 
Health Coordinator 

Director of Health 
& Special Services 

No answer 
Student Development 
Director 
No answer 
Interest/personal 
experience 
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NUMBER 

034 

035 

036 

037 

038 

039 

040 

041 

1983 1988 

No - 2 No - 2 
No other information 

No - 2 No - 2 
No other information 

Yes - 1 yes - 1 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 1983 

CHARACTERISTICS: 

Director of Health 
Services 

1988 Same 
1983 Nurse, Counselor 

(M.Ed.) 
1988 ? E.Ed. Health 

Educator 

Y e s ~ 1 Not listed 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 1983 

No other information 

HPE Director—Dean 
of Students 

1988 Same 

Yes - 1 yes - l 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 1983 
No other information 

Yes - 1 Yes - 1 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 1983 

CHARACTERISTICS: 

Yes - 1 Yes - 1 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 1983 

CHARACTERISTICS: 

Yes - 1 Yes - 1 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 198 3 

CHARACTERISTICS 

College Nurse 

Director/Health 
Services 

1988 Probably same 
1983 Overall interest 

in program 
1988 Same 

Coordinator of 
College Health 

1988 Same 
1983 R.N.—B.S.N.— 

Health Counselor 
1988 Same 

Health Services 
Director 

1988 Same 
1983 Expertise and 

enthusiasm 
1988 Same 
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NUMBER 

042 

1983 

No information 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 

1988 

CHARACTERISTICS: 

1983 

1988 

1983 

1988 

043 Yes - 1 Yes 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 

- 1 

CHARACTERISTICS: 

1983 

1988 
1983 

044 

045 

Yes - 1 Yes 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 

CHARACTERISTICS: 

Yes - 1 Yes 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 

CHARACTERISTICS 

- 1 

1988 

1983 

1988 
1983 

1988 

1983 

1988 

1983 

046 No - 2 
No other information 

1988 

No - 2 

Director of Student 
Health Services 
Director of Commu-
nity Service & 
Continuing Ed. 
Located in Student 
Union to reach 
students 
Can reach more 
people from the 
community 

Administrative 
Position: Dir. 
Wellness Resource 
Center 
Same 
Commitment to 
Health Enhancement— 
Master's Level 
Preparation in 
Related Health Field 
Same 

Health Services 
Coordinator 
Same 
Highly interested 
& motivated 
Same 

Counselor/Assistant 
Dir. of Personnel 
Some Training 
Coordinator 
Personal interest/ 
position only hope-
fully with physical 
ed. or health back-
ground 
Same 
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NUMBER 

047 

3-983 1988 

No - 2 Yes - 1 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 

CHARACTERISTICS: 

1983 
1988 
1983 
1988 

048 No - 2 Yes - 1 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 

CHARACTERISTICS: 

1983 
1988 
1983 
1988 

N/A 
Coordinator 
No information 
Degree in health 
field (M.S.) 

No information 
HPE Director 
No information 
Health instructor 

049 

050 

No - 2 No information 
No other information 

Yes - 1 yes 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 

CHARACTERISTICS: 

- 1 
1983 

1988 
1983 

1988 

Dir./Health Ser-
vices 
Same 
Health educator 
interested in pre-
vention of illnesses 
Same 

051 

052 

053 

Yes - 1 yes - 1 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 

CHARACTERISTICS: 

No - 2 
No other information 

No - 2 Yes -
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 

1983 College Nurse 
Practitioner 

1988 Same 
1983 In charge of all 

outreach (?) 
1988 Programming 

No - 2 

054 

CHARACTERISTICS 

No - 2 Yes - 1 
No other information 

1983 

1988 

1983 
1988 

Health Advisor & 
other Faculty 
Health/Wellness 
Service Coordinator 
Faculty member 
Faculty member— 
coordinator—other 
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NUMBER 

055 

1983 1988 

056 

057 

058 

059 

060 

061 

062 

063 

064 

Yes - l Yes - l 
JOB CLASSIFICATION:• 1983 

CHARACTERISTICS: 

No - 2 
No other information 

No - 2 
No other information 

1988 
1983 
1988 

No - 2 

No - 2 

Y e s 1 No information 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 1983 

1988 
CHARACTERISTICS: 1983 

1988 

Yes - 1 yes - 1 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 1983 

1988 
CHARACTERISTICS: 1983 

1988 

No - 2 Yes - 1 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 1983 

1988 

CHARACTERISTICS: 1983 
1988 

Y e s 1 No information 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 1983 

No other information 

No - 1 No - 2 
No other information 

No information 

No information 

Only Health Per-
sonnel on campus— 
Student Health 
Service Director 
No information 
R.N. PWA ? 
No information 

Nurse Practitioner 
No information 
Director of Health 
Center 
No information 

Personne1/P.E. 
Same 
Concern/expertise 
Same 

Student Health Dir. 
& Student Counselor 
No information 
Nurse Practitioner-
Career Guidance 

R.N. , CRNP, Dir. 
of Health Center 
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NUMBER 

065 

066 

1983 

No information 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 

C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S : 

Yes - 1 yes 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 

1988 

1983 

1988 
1983 

1988 

- 1 

C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S : 

067 Yes - 1 yes 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 

- 1 

C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S : 

068 

069 

070 

No - 2 
No other information 

No - 2 
No other information 

Yes - 1 Yes - 1 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 

C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S : 

1983 

1988 

1983 

1988 

1983 

1988 

1983 

1988 

No - 2 

No - 2 

1983 

1988 
1983 

1988 

Student Activities 
Dir./Health 
Coordinator 
No information 
Health—Counseling— 
Wellness background 
No information 

Nurse/Dir. of Stu-
dent Health Services 
Student Advisory 
Board to Health 
Services 
Education, Job 
description 
Training by Nurse/ 
Director 

Nurse & P.E. 
Instructor 
P. E. Instructor & 
R.N. or Health 
Wellness Director 
Enthusiasm, and 
competence in area 
of wellness 
Same 

Dir., Student 
Health Service 
Same 
R.N. with major 
emphasis on pre-
ventive health 
care 
Same 
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NUMBER 

071 

072 

073 

1983 1988 

Y e s ~ 1 No information 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 1983 

CHARACTERISTICS 

No - 2 Yes - 1 
No other information 

1988 
1983 
1988 

Coordinator/College 
Health Service 
Same 
R.N. 
No information 

(Hopefully) 

Y e s ~ 1 No information 
JOB CLASSIFICATION: 1983 

CHARACTERISTICS 
1988 
1983 

1988 

Coordinator of 
Health Services/ 
H.P.E. Instructor 
No information 
Nursing/Health 
and P.E. 

No information 
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Colleges in the United States 

QUESTION II. H. (NUMBER 2) Is there a specific center or 
any educational referral source 
on your campus for persons 
interested in learning more 
about wellness topics presently? 
In 1988? 1. 1983: YES OR NO. 
2. 1988: YES OR NO. 

Part 2. If Yes, where is or 
where will you wellness 
materials be located on 
the campus? 1983. 
1988. 

NUMBER ANSWER 

1983 1988 

001 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
007 
008 
009 
010 
011 
012 
013 
014 
015 
016 
017 

018 

019 
020 
021 
022 
023 

024 

No answer 
Health Center & Library 
Developmental Arts Bldg. 
No answer 
Student Health Center 
Health Office 
No answer 
None 
No answer 
Health Center 
Health Service 
Health Center 
Continuing Education 
No answer 
No answer 
LRC 
Health & Counseling 
Center 
Campus Library & Support 
Services 
Health Center 
Health Center 
Classroom Bldg. 
No answer 
Health Service 

Personnel 

P.E. Facility and/or Library 
No answer 
Same 
No answer 
Same 
Same 
No answer 
None 
No answer 
Health Center 
No answer 
Same 
Same 
Resource Center 
Library 
No answer 
Same 

Campus Library 

No answer 
Same 
No answer 
No answer 
Health Service & P.E. 
Administration 
No answer 
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NUMBER 

025 

026 
027 
028 

029 
030 
031 
032 

033 
034 
035 

036 
037 
038 
039 
040 
041 
042 

043 

044 

045 
046 
047 

048 
049 
050 
051 
052 
053 
054 

055 
056 
057 
058 
059 
060 
061 
062 

1983 

Student Health & Library 
Dept. 
Community Service Dept. 
No answer 
No answer 

Library 
No answer 
Health Center & 
Health Center 
Learning Center & 
Library 
No answer 
No answer 
Student Health Center & 
distributed to Residence 
Halls & Activities Bldg. 
Health Service 
LRC 
Health Center 
Health Center & 
Health Office & 
Health Service 
Health Service, 
Union Bldg. 
Wellness Resource Center 

Library 
Library 

Student 

Health Center & 
Counseling Center 
Library 
No answer 
Continuing Education 
Office 
No answer 
No answer 
Health Service/WRC 
Student Health Center 
Health Service 
No answer 
Health Service 

Student Health Service 
Health Center 
Health Service 
Health Center 
Personnel Office 
No answer 
Health Center 
P.E. Bldg., Health Ser-
vice & Library 

1988 

Student Health & Library 
& Dormitory 
Same 
Library 
Health Coordinator & 
Library 
No answer 
Same 
No answer 
No answer 

Student Center 
No answer 
Same 

Same 
No answer 
P.E. Bldg. 
Same 
Same 
Same 
No answer 

Wellness Resource Center 
and Fitness Lab 
Same 

Same 
Student Service Complex 
Continuing Education and 
P.E. 
No answer 
No answer 
Same 
Same 
Health Service 
Student Center 
Health Service, possibly 
P.E. Division 
No answer 
Same 
No answer 
No answer 
Same 
Administration Bldg. 
Same 
Same 
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NUMBER 

063 
064 
065 
066 

067 

068 
069 
070 
071 

072 
073 

1983 

No answer 
No answer 
Wellness Room 
Health Service Office & 
Library 
Health Center, Wellness 
Resource Center & Self-
Care Unit 
Health Center 
No answer 
Health Service 
ERC & College Health 
Office 
Student Health Center 
Library 

1988 

No answer 
No answer 
Health & Fitness Center 
Same 

Same 

No answer 
No answer 
Same 
Same 

No answer 
Library 
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Colleges in the United States 

QUESTION II. 

J. 

NUMBER 

001 
002 

003 
004 
005 

006 

007 

008 
009 

010 

011 

012 

013 

1. 
2. 
1. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
1. 
2. 
1. 
2. 

3. 

1. 
2 . 
3. 
1. 
2. 

3. 
1. 
2. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
1. 
2. 

MANAGEMENT RELATED ASPECTS OF WELLNESS 
PROGRAMMING 

WHAT ARE THE THREE MAJOR BARRIERS TO DEVELOP-
ING SUCCESSFUL WELLNESS PROGRAMS ON YOUR 
CAMPUS? WILL THEY BE BARRIERS IN 1988? 

Barrier 

No answer 
Inadequate staffing level 
Inadequate funding 
None 
No answer 
Lack of funds 
Lack of personnel 
Lack of facilities 
Financial 
Personnel 

Lack of personnel and ? 
financial resources for 
wellness program 
No person, office or man-
date to develop program 
No answer 
Money 
Instructors 
Time 
Apathy of faculty 
Low fact/staff partici-
pation 
Work loads 
Money 
Personnel 
Administration support 
Financial support 
Apathy 
Financial resources 
Personnel to direct 
programs 
Generating information & 
publicity about programs 

1983 

Yes 
Yes 
None 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 

No answer 

No answer 

No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
Same 

Same 
Same 
Yes 
No answer 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Anticipated 

1988 

Probably 
None 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 

No answer 

No answer 

No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
Same 

Same 
Same 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

No answer 

No answer 
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018 

019 

NUMBER Barrier 

014 No answer 
015 1. cost 

Board of Trustee support 
Variety of activities on 
campus and off 

016 1. Financial 
0 1 7 1• Time available for 

director 
Money 
Characteristics of col-
lege employee pop. 
Little or no money for 
programs, staff, etc. 
Probably considered a 
"frills" item at this 
institution 
This institution & admin-
istration's lack of 
sophistication about 
importance of wellness 
Financial barriers 
Lack of clear objectives 
of program; need to 
define goals 
Need to set-up a data 
base 
Cost 
Motivating people to get 
involved 
Follow-up demonstrating 
cost effectiveness 
None 
No answer 
Participation 
Administration costs 
No answer 
Vocational students can-
not attend seminars with-
out instructor's permis-
sion. They are locked 
into rigid schedules. 

2. Communication is 
difficult 

3. Student/Staff apathy 
026 1. Money 

2. Time 

020 

021 
022 
023 

024 
025 

1. 
2. 
3. 

1. 
1. 

2. 
3. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

1. 
2. 

3. 

1. 
2. 

3. 

1. 
2. 

1983 1988 

Yes Yes 
Yes Yes 

No answer No answer 
Yes Yes 

Yes No 
Yes No 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 
No answer No answer 

No answer No answer 

No answer No answer 
Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes No answer 
No answer No answer 

No answer Yes 

No answer Probably 
No answer Hopefully : 
Yes Yes 
Yes Yes 
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NUMBER 

027 

028 

029 
030 

031 

032 

033 

034 

035 

036 

037 

038 

2. 

1. 
2. 

3. 

1. 

2. 
3. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
1. 
2. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
1. 
2. 
3. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

1. 

2. 

3. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
1. 

2. 
3. 

Barrier 

Personnel to direct & 
monitor fitness 
activities 
Fitness programs 
designed to remediate 
identified problem areas 
Budget 
Acceptance as a needed 
program 
Participation 

No answer 
Cost—Low amount of fund-
ing available 
Too few staff members 
Interest of person to 
attend—hopefully will 
increase by 1988 
Time 
Money 
Space 
No funds 
No staff 
Lack of awareness 
Lack of funds 
Apathy 
Money 
Administrative decisions 
Poor understudy related 
to employee/student 
health administration 
Cost 
Administrative support 
Personnel—budget cuts; 
we lose manpower 
Community College Stu-
dents want early classes 
and leave to go to work 
No free time programmed 
for use to implement 
exercise program 
Money 
Attitudes 
Expertise 
Money 
Lack of mid-management 
support 
Money 
Lack of effective moti-
vational techniques 

1983 

Yes 

1988 

No 

Yes No 
No answer Yes 

No answer 
No answer 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
No answer 
No answer 

No answer 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
No answer 
No answer 

Yes 
No/with good 
planning 

Yes 
Yes 

No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
Yes 
Yes 
No answer 
No answer 

No answer 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

? 
Yes 
No answer 
No answer 

No answer No answer 

No answer 
No answer 

No answer ? 
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NUMBER Barrier 

1. Finances 
2. Help with program 
3. On-going commitment of 

participants 
1. Attitudinal 
2. Financial 
3. Time/schedule of 

participants 
1. Budget cuts 
2. Cost of materials 
1. Attendance and interest 

of students 

039 

040 

041 

042 

043 

044 

045 

046 

047 

048 
049 
050 

1. 

2 . 

051 

3. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
1. 

2. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

1. 

Expansion within fiscal 
constraints 
Wellness is not a 
priority in a state 
funded educational 
institution 
Student apathy on com-
munity college campus 
Limited administrative 
support 
Lack of funds 
Money 
Coordinator 
Space 
Cost of employing 
personnel 
Desirability of pro-
gramming ideas 
Facilities 
Personnel 
Funds 
No answer 
No answer 
Lack of interest/coopera-
tion of top management 
Lack of time/interest on 
part of individuals 
Lack of advertising in a 
meaningful way 
Cost—very tight monies 
for the next few years 

1983 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

1988 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Hopefully 
more attrac-
tive to 
students 

Yes 

No answer No answer 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

Working on it 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
•? 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes ? 

Yes ? 

Yes ? 

No answer No answer 
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NUMBER 

052 

053 

054 

055 
056 

057 

058 
059 
060 

061 

062 

063 
064 
065 

1. 
2. 

3. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

1. 

1. 
2. 

1. 
2 . 
3, 
1. 
2 . 
3. 

1. 
2. 
3. 

1. 

2 . 

Barrier 

Money—restricted budget 
Low percentage of 
interested students/staff 
Physical space to hold 
programs 
No longer have a health 
service 
Organized follow-up to 
assessments 
No occupational health 
program 
Financial 
Staffing 
Getting several areas to 
work together 
No answer 
Administration has not 
seen fit to appropriate 
any money or space for 
wellness. They appear 
to consider wellness 
programs as a luxury 
only. 
Financial 
Personnel—Time to 
develop programs 
No answer 
No answer 
Lack of interest 
Lack of personnel 
Lack of funds 
Time 
Resources (people) 
Marketing—getting stu-
dents to attend 
Staffing (limited budget) 
Finances 
Other priorities for 
personnel 
No answer 
No answer 
Lack of funds in state 
institution 
Nature of community 
college setting; trans-
ciency, students with 
multiple responsibili-
ties, etc. Yes 
Tendency to confuse fit-
ness with health Yes 

1983 1988 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Yes No 
No answer No answer 
No answer No answer 

No answer No answer 

No answer No answer 
Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes No answer 
Yes No answer 
No answer Yes 
Yes ? 
Yes •? 

Yes 
Yes Yes 
Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes 
-> 
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NUMBER 

066 

067 

068 

069 

070 

071 

072 

073 

1. 
2. 

3. 
1. 

2. 

3. 

1. 

2. 
3. 
1. 

1. 

1. 
2, 

2. 
1. 
2 . 
3. 

Barrier 

Student apathy 
Lack of time of those 
responsible 
Lack of funds 
"Time" to promote 
personal wellness 
Monies & convincing the 
decision makers 
Lack of knowledge about 
the process of developing 
wellness and its benefits 
Money for: 1. Sophisti-
cated equipment to meas-
ure cardiac output; 2. 
Educational material 
Size of staff 
Time 
Apathy (no other ? 
barriers) 
Lack of support from 
upper administration— 
continual struggle 
Not enough money—need 
to look for new sources 
continually 
Apathy of younger 
students 
Money—Limited amount 
Personnel in Health 
Office 
Support from administra-
tion/faculty 
Funding 
Monies 
Apathy 
Low participation 

1983 1988 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 
Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 

Yes 

None 
None 
None 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
No answer 

No answer 

No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
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QUESTION III. INSTITUTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 

A. 1. Public? 2. Private? 

B. What is your current: 1. Headcount enroll-
ment/ 2. Full-time equivalent, 3. Non—credit 
enrollment, Spring, 1983? 

Number Public Private 

001 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
007 
008 
009 
010 

011 
012 
013 
014 
015 
016 
017 
018 
019 
020 
021 
022 
023 
024 
025 
026 
027 
028 
029 
030 
031 
032 

Headcount 
enrollment 

Full-time 
equivalent 

Non-credit 
enrollment 

Yes 1,800 975 500 
Yes 8,019 4,360 1,444 
Yes 6,200 7 2 
No answer 

2 

Yes 380 389 ? 
Yes 4,000+ 3,000 2,000 
Yes 1,800 1,500 
No answer 
Yes 1,700 723 287 
Yes 6,500 5,000 

approx. 
Yes 5,000 3,000 2,000 
Yes 8,900 4,000 
Yes 3,682 2,238 1,350 
Yes 2,300 
Yes 3,800 4,000 
Yes 1,050 730 0 
Yes 7,000 ? 3,000 
Yes 660 553 40 
Yes 2,500 ? -> 

Yes 15,000 7,500 8,000 
Yes 1,300 ? 0 
Yes 3,002 1,700 4,000 
Yes 10,000 6,000 900 
Yes 2,500 1,500 4,400 
Yes 1,600 1,247 5,399 
Yes 3,400 975 960 
Yes 3,476 2,484 400 
Yes 3,607 1,843 1,500 
No answer 
Yes 3,379 1,116 2,300 
Yes 28,000 12,000 Unknown 
Yes 4,870 1,679 No answer 
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Number 

033 
034 
035 
036 
037 
038 
039 
040 
041 

043 

044 
045 
046 
047 
048 
049 
050 
051 
052 
053 
054 
055 
056 
057 
058 
059 
060 
061 
062 
063 
064 
065 
066 
067 
068 
069 
070 
071 
072 
073 

Headcount Full-time Non-credit 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
No answer 
No answer 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

46,000 19,000 12 ,000 
5 ,000 No answer No answer 
4,166 3,500 600 
1,980 1,850 ? 
7,800 9 4,000 
10,000 5,000 
6,000 6,000 
3,500 1,500 
5,534 1,682 3,852 
3,700 3,600 15 
7,387 4,028 Not avail-

14,000 
able 

14,000 8,500 2,000 
20,000 12,000 6,000 

900 850 ? 
5,200 2,300 2,400 
1,800 2,000 
10,200 
13,000 5,500 3,000 
2,834 
24,000 5,600 11,500 
21,835 10,804 940 
20,000 8,000 4,900 

400 All None 
900 

10,492 6,300 ? 
10,000 6,000 No answer 
24,000 10,000 5,000 
1,930 801 2 ,079 
1,800 1,800 ? 
1,800 1,750 100 

2,800 
789 

21,391 
12,000 
8,572 

No answer 
9,000 
1,000 
4,500 

2,600 
778 

14,297 

6,320 
No answer 

4,500 
325 

4 ,497 

400 
Unknown 

100 

4,344 
No answer 

2,000 
775 

1,075 
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QUESTION III. INSTITUTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 

C. WHAT PERCENTAGE OF YOUR INSTITUTION1S 
STUDENTS LIVE IN CAMPUS HOUSING? 

NUMBER 

001 
002 
003 
004 
005 
006 
007 
008 
009 
010 
011 
012 
013 
014 
015 
016 
017 
018 
019 
020 
021 
022 
023 
024 
025 
026 
027 
028 
029 
030 
031 
032 
033 
034 
035 
036 
037 

PERCENTAGE 

0% 

0% 
0% 

No answer 
98% 

0% 

20% 
No answer 
10% 
N/A 
0% 
0% 
8% 

10% 
0% 

50% 
0%—No housing 

39% 
0% 
0% 

45% 
0% 
0% 

126 of 2,500 
1 Dorm/90 women 
2% 
35% 

0% 

No answer 
0% 
0% 

0%—All commuters 
0% 
0% 

85% 
0% 

57% 

NUMBER 

038 
039 
040 
041 ? 

043 
044 
045 
046 
047 
048 
049 
050 
051 
052 
053 
054 
055 
056 
057 
058 
059 
060 
061 
062 
063 
064 
065 
066 
067 
068 
069 
070 
071 
072 
073 
074 

of town 

PERCENTAGE 

0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

Only athletes from out 
0% 
0% 
0% 

85% 
5% 
8% 
0% 

0% 
0% 

0% 

0% 

0% 

75% 
50% 
0% 
0% 

0% 

60% 
90% 

0% 

No answer 
No answer 

0% 

55% 
0% 
0% 
0% 
0% 

0% 

Approx. 1/3 
0% 

No Part III 
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QUESTION III. 

D. 

NUMBER 

001 
002 

003 
004 
005 
006 
007 
008 
009 
010 
011 
012 
013 
014 
015 
016 
017 
018 

2. 

INSTITUTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 

DO YOU HAVE ADDITIONAL COMMENTS YOU WOULD 
LIKE TO OFFER RELATIVE TO WELLNESS/HEALTH 
PROMOTION? 

019 
020 

COMMENTS 

No answer 
We are not doing any 1, 
formal, organized 
projects because of 2, 
having only one 
nurse staff with a 
student receptionist. 
However, a Student 
Health Advisory Com-
mittee will be 
operational within 
the next month. 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
None now. 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
Wellness is consid- 1. 
ered a "frill" until 
one gets sick. 
I do not see public 2. 
or private sectors 
financing this very 
much. 
No answer 
No answer 

IN THE FUTURE 

Health Fair—community 
wide. 
More formal health 
education classes. 

More employee assist-
ance programs will 
address this. 
A greater recognition 
that Wellness is based 
in Judeo-Christian 
teachings of the Bible, 
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NUMBER 

021 
022 
023 

024 
025 
026 
027 

COMMENTS IN THE FUTURE 

028 
029 
030 
031 
032 

033 
034 
035 
036 
037 
038 

1. 
1. 

039 

No answer 
No answer 
A Wellness monthly 
newsletter. 
No answer 
No answer 
No. 
In partnership with 1. 
Cook Memorial Hos- 2. 
pital, Levelland, 
Texas, we're devel- 3. 
oping what we hope 
will eventually be 
a true Wellness 
Program. 
It is needed. 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer i. 
I'm very interested, 
but have no support. 
I function alone; 
the lone nurse in 
the College Health 
Center. My only 
clerical help is 
student help, 10 
hours per week. 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
We are working at 
expansion and per-
fection of our 
present employee 
wellness program 
with the immediate 
goal of offering 
some programs to 
corporate & commun-
ity long-range 
incorporation of 
wellness into cur-
riculum as a life-
style . 
No answer No answer 

Physical Assessment. 
Remediation & Physical 
Fitness Program. 
Lifestyle Assessment & 
Evaluation. 

No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
None. 

No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
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NUMBER 

040 

041 

042 

043 
044 

045 

046 

047 
048 
049 
050 

051 

1. 

2. 

3. 

1. 

3. 

1. 

1. 

2. 

1. 

COMMENTS 

Staffing & funding 
very limited. 
Programs difficult 
to schedule; poor 
participation. 
At present programs 
are offered by a 
variety of depart-
ments—depending on 
subject & staffing. 
We have on-going 
wellness seminars 
plus strong pro-
motion. 
Employee Physical 
Day this fall. 
Wellness Week this 
coming spring. 
We like the Spenco 
materials. 
No answer 
Most success with 
student involvement 
in planning & imple-
mentation. 
Need support from 
administration. 
Program is really 
non-existent now. 
Tips on how to get 
started would be 
helpful. 
No answer 

No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
Lenders must be 
role models. 

No answer 

1. 

2. 

IN THE FUTURE 

I am to increase pro-
grams in the future. 
Expect to receive 
little support. 

Same. 

No answer 

No answer 

No answer 

We are in the process 
of developing a campus 
wide life-time Fitness-
Wellness program to 
include academic work, 
intramurals, community 
resources, as well as 
the Health Service. 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
Lenders must be role 
models. 
Better evaluation tools 
should be developed. 
No answer 
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NUMBER COMMENTS 

052 No answer 
053 No answer 
054 No answer 
055 1. Very lacking. 

2. No administrative 
support. 

056 1. i would like to 
start some if I 
could receive sup-
port; namely money 
and space. 

057 1. Development of net-
work to keep us 
informed of what is 
being done success-
fully in the area 
of wellness. 

058 No answer 
059 No answer 
060 No answer 
061 1. Since nurses are 

usually assigned 
this task (in 
smaller institutions) 
they need more infor-
mation about 
resources available, 
(community, govern-
ment free litera-
ture, etc.) 

2. How to market. 
062 1. Inter-disciplinary ] 

programs are in 
effect by using 
resources currently 
available. No one 
dept. is responsi-
ble for all. 

063 No answer 
064 No answer 
065 1. it takes effort & 

persistence to pro-
mote over time the 
supportive environ-
ment for wellness 
programming. 

IN THE FUTURE 

No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 

No answer 

No answer 

No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
As program grows, don't 
be afraid to ask for 
more help! 

Will probably remain 
the same. 

No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
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NUMBER COMMENTS IN THE FUTURE 

066 1. Newsletter published 
twice monthly during 
semesters. 

2. Credit Health Ed. 
courses, e.g., 
Alcohol Awareness. 

3. Blood Mobile twice 
yearly. 

067 1. As mentioned, early 
in the paper, about 
a year ago individ-
uals from the col-
lege Health Center 
& Physical Ed. 
began communicating 
about the possibil-
ity of developing a 
Wellness Program. 
A decision was made 
to sponsor lunch 
time and walking & 
jogging program for 
the campus community 
as an effort to pro-
mote an awareness of 
the Wellness concept. 
(50 plus partici-
pants) We have 
created an interest 
and can see a seg-
ment of the campus 
population would 
benefit more if we 
had a more forma-
lized program. At 
the moment, we are 
re-assessing our 
situation. 

068 1. Only way to go! 
More-more-more. 

069 No answer 
070 No answer 
071 No answer 
072 No answer 
073 No answer 

1. Continue the best. 
2. Involve students 

through Advisory 
Board. 

3. Involve office of 
Student Programs & 
Services. 

1. Our Wellness Campus 
Leadership will plan 
& implement a Wellness 
Program—goal, 3 years, 

No answer 

No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
No answer 
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